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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
The method of camera space manipulation is used to achieve precise end-effector 
positioning. This method has been successfully applied to a three-dimensional task 
with a three-axis robot [1]. The three degrees of freedom of the manipulator in this 
case are "holonomic degrees of freedom". The robot is fixed at its base, limiting its 
work space. The purpose of this paper is to apply the camera space manipulation 
method to a robot with a moving base thus adding three degrees of freedom (in -
plane translation and rotation) to the system. These degrees of freedom are referred 
to as "nonholonomic degrees of freedom". Examples of devices which use mobility 
to accomplish manipulation goals are fork lifts and earth-moving equipment. Such 
devices are operated by humans whereas in our method the mobile robot makes use 
of a vision system to fully automate the performance of a given task. 
When the wheels are used in conjunction with on-board degrees of freedom it 
is usually for navigation purposes only, rather than positioning per se. One of the 
difficulties with having mobility is to keep track of the position of the robot. Fur­
thermore, in contrast to a stationary manipulator that is fixed to a global coordinate 
frame, a mobile robot's joint position is not algebraically related to its base position 
and orientation. Thus, the initial system position is not restored by returning to 
initial joint coordinates. .Although there are different kinds of sensors such as shaft 
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encoders for joint rotation measurements, there also exist limitations and problems 
with them. For instance, one of the problems with shaft encoders is that they do not 
account for wheel slippage. Furthermore, positional information requires computa­
tionally intensive integration which puts a lot of demand on the control system. 
In view of these problems, it becomes necessary to find a way to make maneuver 
corrections. Computer vision is one of the more popular methods [2], [3], [4]. These 
systems measure the positions in absolute terms. Then, the information is compared 
to the trajectory planner to move the robot in the correct direction. One of the 
drawbacks to these systems is the need to establish and maintain calibration of the 
camera(s) and the robot positions relative to each other. Related to this is the need 
to understand fully the transformation of picture data into three-dimensional physical 
space. A potential problem associated with this transformation is that if the time 
required to process these data is too long, the "real time" use of the robotic system 
may not be possible. Also, the accuracy of the transformation is unlikely to be high. 
In the face of all these restrictions, therefore, we propose to apply the method of 
camera space manipulation, introduced in [5]. 
As mentioned earlier, one of the problems with measuring the position of wheeled 
robots is wheel slippage. When the wheels slip, it is necessary to use some other 
means such as ultrasonic range sensors, laser range finders, or computer vision [6] 
to determine the robot's position. In fact, a combination of these sensors is used for 
mobile robot navigation such as sonar and infrared sensors in [7]. The data from these 
sensors are coupled to build a representation of the robot's environment. Then the 
information is given to path planners for navigation. In other examples, two cameras 
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and sonar sensors are mounted on board the mobile robots [2], [3], |4]. The vehicles 
are to navigate and avoid obstacles in an unknown environment which is mapped by 
the sensors. These examples show the need for multiple sensors to complement each 
other. The method of camera space manipulation is actually intended to supplement 
the above methods since it is developed to work for short trip motions of the base 
which terminate in precision end-member placement. The multiple-sensor-based long 
trip navigation and obstacle avoidance robots are still needed to reach the general 
vicinity of the terminal placement area. 
The problems which are associated with the application of computer vision are 
related to hardware, modeling, and calibration requirements. The mapping of three-
dimensional Cartesian (real) space into the monitoring camera's image plane (or two-
dimensional "camera space") is an especially severe requirement. Generally, this is 
accomplished by observing with the cameras a number of known points in the Carte­
sian space of the robot. Computations based on these data result in the coefficients 
of the camera's parameters [8], [9] and may include focal length estimation as well 
as camera orientation [10], [11]. Another requirement which should be noted is the 
need to know precisely the relationship between the joint coordinate positions of the 
manipulator and the position and orientation of its end piece with respect to the same 
Cartesian space. Therefore, the precision with which placement can occur is directly 
limited by the precision with which the algebraic and/or differential kinematic un­
derstanding holds true. As already noted, this requirement is especially severe with 
nonholonomic systems. 
The camera space manipulation method which is presented in this study does not 
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require knowledge of relative positions of the camera(s) and the mobile manipulator, 
and does not depend heavily on the requirement for precision with regard to camera 
model or the mobile manipulator kinematic model. In this approach, the cameras 
are independent, automatic, and servoable (including zoom and orientation). An im­
portant conceptual component of this method is that two or more camera images are 
reconciled using the manipulator's joint coordinates and the base trajectory objec­
tives themselves. Thus imaging and manipulation objectives are interconnected. The 
holonomic joint coordinates and the base wheel trajectories are selected to minimize 
errors in camera-space cue objectives in a "least squared sense" for two or more in­
dependent cameras. The main idea is to make full use of a nominal kinematic model 
and the appearance of the stationary work object, as well as the moving end piece, in 
the same camera views. Redundant maneuver objectives can be specified in terms of 
relative camera space positions of these objects, using selected points ("cues") on the 
objects, provided there are at least two cameras, adequately separated. The nonlinear 
algebraic and differential equations which relate the vector of the manipulator joint 
coordinates, and the sequence of base coordinates, to the location of manipulable cues 
in each monitoring camera space can be updated using the camera space measure­
ments of the manipulable cues with current joint and base coordinate samples and a 
reasonably accurate kinematic model. 
The prediction of the locations of manipulable cues in camera space as a func­
tion of future joint and base coordinates which is based on previous measurements of 
both of these quantities in the vicinity of interest is good enough to allow for place­
ment which would exceed the resolution of the camera itself. It is not necessary to 
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have available vision measurements very near the maneuver culmination. Continual 
updating of joint and base coordinate trajectory plans based on current parameter 
estimates exempts the camera space manipulation method from requiring a delay in 
the motion while local improvements are being generated. 
The problem of inertia is not dealt with in this study. However, the independent 
variable, which is the forward angle of rotation of the driving wheel, can be selected to 
be a sufficiently smooth function of time in order to ensure manageable accelerations. 
This paper is divided into parts as follows: Following the introduction, the nom­
inal kinematic model of the mobile robot and the differential equations of the esti­
mation model are derived. In the next chapter, numerical routines for estimation of 
camera parameters and selection of terminal joint and base coordinates for a point 
placement task are developed. A subsequent chapter details the experimental results 
of the estimation routine for camera parameters with the point placement task. In 
the next chapter, the extension of camera space manipulation method with regard 
to rigid-body placement and trajectory optimization is presented. Finally, the paper 
ends with a conclusions chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2. KINEMATIC AND CAMERA-SPACE ESTIMATION 
MODELS 
The Kinematic Model of the Mobile Manipulator 
In many systems, it is advantageous to use a combination of a mobile base or 
"nonholonomic degrees of freedom" plus on-board or "holonomic degrees of freedom" 
to position an end member. An example of such a system is a fork lift, modeled 
similarly to that shown in Figure 2.1. The physical position of the tip point P on the 
fork lift model is related differentially to the three coordinates 6s, and 6i which 
might be "servoed" or controlled directly as a function of time. The three coordinates 
mentioned above are shown in Figure 2.2 and are defined as follows: 
= the forward rotation of the single drive/steering wheel 
9s = the steering angle of the single drive/steering wheel 
9^ = an angular rotation related to the physical elevation of P 
The position vector of the tip point P with respect to the XYZ coordinate system 
may be written as follows: 
fp = fo + fpio (2.1) 
where point 0 is the origin of the moving X 'y 'Z '  coordinate system. The differential 
Q 
•• T 
c 
1 
CD 
-3.. 
•'V?, 
•V, 
°</e/ 
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form of this equation is given by: 
d f p  =  drQ T  d f p j Q  ( 2 . 2 )  
Point 0 is also the center of the single drive/steering wheel, and its differential position 
can be expressed as follows: 
drQ = R{d9^)[cos((p + Os)i  -  sin(<p + 0 s ) j ]  (2.3) 
where i  and j  are unit vectors along the positive X and Y axes, respectively, à is the 
in-plane orientation of the moving X'y' axes (of the mobile base) with respect to 
the fixed XY axes, and R is the radius of the single drive/steering wheel as shown in 
Figure 2.2. The position vector of point F relative to point 0 is given by: 
^PjO ~ ((^cos<6): - (asin0)j -\- zpjQk (2.4) 
where k is the unit vector along the positive Z axis. The differential form of this 
equation is as follows: 
d r p / o  =  { — a  s m  o ) ( d ( f > ) i  —  [ a  c o s  (p ) ( d é ) j  - r  C i ( d 6 i ) k  (2.5) 
where the coefficient on k  represents the differential physical elevation above the fork 
lift itself and is a function of the differential rotation, dOi, and the constant, C'j^. 
Substituting Eqs. (2.3) and (2.5) in Eq. (2.2) for drQ and dfpjQ, respectively, 
results in Eq. (2.6) given below: 
d r p  =  [ R ( d 9 j )  c o s ( é  + ^3) - (a sin 4)){d4))] i+ 
[ - R { d 0 j )  s \ n ( 0  - r  6 s )  -  { a c o s 0 ) ( d o ) ] j  + Ci(dOi) 'k  (2 .6 )  
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Now, we need to find an expression for do  which involves 0^^ and Os. The position 
vector of the center of the front wheel may be written with respect to the XYZ 
coordinate system as follows: 
^Q = '^0 + ^ Q/0 (2-') 
where point Q is the center of this wheel as shown in Figure 2.2. The differential 
form of this equation is given by: 
drq = dfo + drqio (2.8) 
The differential position of point Q may be expressed in terms of its magnitude 
multiplied by its direction vector as follows: 
d fQ  = I (d rq )  I [ ( cos ( t>) i  -  (sin?));] (2.9) 
The differential position vector, drQ, is given in Eq. (2.3). The position of the front 
left wheel relative to the single rear wheel referred to the moving X'y'Z' coordinates 
is given by: 
' ^ Q / 0  =  ~ ( 2 . 1 0 )  
The  unit  vectors i' and j '  of t he moving X'y'Z' coordinates may be written in terms 
of the fixed XYZ coordinates: 
i'= (cos(/))i - (sin0)j (2.11) 
/ = (sin(2i>)i + (cos(/))j (2.12) 
Substituting these two equations in Eq. (2.10) yields: 
^QIO ~  (^<^os( ;d -  cs in0 ) i  + (-6sin<^ — ccos<p)j (2.13) 
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Then the differential form of this equation is going to be as follows: 
d^QjO — ( —6sin 0 — ccos  <p) (d (p ) i  + (—6cos© + cs in0 ) {d ( ( ) ) j  (2.14) 
Now, substituting Eqs. (2.9), (2.3), and (2.14) in Eq. (2.8) for jfp, jO' 
respectively, yields: 
I [drq )  I [(cos<zi>)i - (sin^)j] = R( d 6 j ) [ cos ( 0  +  ds ) i  - sin((;t> + 9s ) j ]  +  
( —6sin 6  — ccos é ) (d4 ) ) i  + ( —6cos ô + csin (p ) (d4 ) ) j  (2.15) 
Next, the expressions for the coefficients of the i  and j  unit vectors on both sides 
of this equation are separated into two independent differential equations as given 
below: 
I [drq )  ! coso = R(d6^ )  cos{4>  +  6s )  {—bs ino  — ccos ( t>) {d (p )  (2.16) 
I [drq )  i sin (/) = — R{d9s i t i [0  + ) + (—6cos 4- csin <;6)((/<p) (2.17) 
These two equations are solved simultaneously for the two unknowns dç  and | [drq  )  | .  
The expression for dç simplifies to the form: 
dé  =  ( - ^ s \n9s ) {d9^ )  (2 .18 )  
Now, this expression may be substituted in Eq. (2.6) for d(i>: 
d f p  =  R [ c o s ( é  +  O s )  +  ^  s i n 4 > s i n 6 s ] ( d O ^ ) i +  
R[ -  sin(© + i9s) + ^ cos<£>sin^5](d^^); + Ci{d9 i ) k  (2.19) 
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If we define the Cartesian position of the tip point P with respect to the fixed 
XYZ coordinates system as (Xp. Yp, Zp], then the differential form of the position 
vector of this point is going to be: 
d f p  =  d X p i  4- dYp j  +  dZpk  (2.20) 
Thus, the differential Cartesian position of tip point P will be as given below: 
d X p  =  R [ c o s ( 0  +  ^ 5 )  +  -  s i n  6  s i n  ( ) s ] ( d 9 ^ )  
dVp  =  R[ - sin(ç) + ^ 5) + ^ cos<?!)sin 
dZp  =  C' l i dOi )  
d ( l )  =  ( - ^  s in  6  s ) (dO^)  (2 .21)  
The third of these equations is integrable to the following form: 
Zp = C'lO^ +  €'2 (2.22) 
where and C'g are the constants of integration. The coordinate is of a type 
which is referred to as a "holonomic degree of freedom". 
12 
The Camera Space Estimation Model Based on Euler Parameters 
It is desired to find a camera space estimation model describing the relationship 
that exists between the directly controllable or servoable base and joint coordinates 
of the mobile manipulator and the location in camera space of its end tip. First, 
let us consider a holonomic fixed-base manipulator as shown in Figure 2.3. The 
coordinates in Cartesian real space of the "cue" in the manipulator's grip with respect 
to the manipulator's base coordinates (XYZ coordinate system of Figure 2.3) as a 
f u n c t i o n  o f  t h e  j o i n t  c o o r d i n a t e s ,  9  =  ^ 2 '  g i v e n  s . s  { r  - ^ { 0 ) .  r y i O ) .  r  ^ { 9 ) ) .  
The unknown location and attitude of the camera are accounted for by generalizing 
this functional relationship using parameters that are to be sequentially updated 
throughout the course of the maneuver. The three modelled location and attitude 
variables are camera rotation, distance, and in-plane displacement and are accounted 
for as follows: Rotation of the frame of reference of the camera is accounted for using 
Euler parameters [12] as indicated in Figure 2.4. If g is a unit vector (referred to the 
XYZ axes) in the direction of the axis about which the camera is aligned to achieve 
its current perspective and é is the angle of rotation about that axis, then the Euler 
parameters elements become: 
C'l = cos(^(p) 
C-i = pxs in ( ^< f>)  
( ^3  =  PY  s in (  ' ^4>)  
(2-23) 
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Z 
X 
Figure 2.3; The Holonomic Manipulator System 
They are constrained by: 
Cf = 1 (2.24) 
Denoting coordinates of the "manipulable cue"' centroid in the relevant camera 
space by (A'c, V'c) and using direction cosine elements expressed in terms of Euler 
parameters, the functional form of the required relationship between the camera space 
location of the manipulable cue and the real space location of the same cue which is 
expressed in terms of the joint coordinates generalizes to: 
A'c = {C'l - c.| - c| - C|)r_Y(ê) - 2(C2C'3 + C'iC'^lry(g)-
2(C'2C'^-CiC'3)r^(g) (2.25) 
Ic = 2(C'2C'3 — ^r']^C'4)r y(^) — (C ' l  — C'g -f Cg — C|)ry(^)-
2(C'3C'4 + CiC'2)r^(0) (2.26) 
14 
Z 
Figure 2.4: Euler Parameters X 
Variability of camera distance from the manipulator and camera's focal length can be 
accounted for simply by dropping the constraint of Eq. (2.24). Then, in-plane camera 
translation is modelled by simply adding the constants C5 and Cg. respectively, to 
each of Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26). This results in the following: 
Ac = (C'l - €'2 — C3 - C'^)r^(O) T 2(C'2C'3 -r C^C'4)ry(^)— 
2(C'2Q - CiCz)rz(9) 4- C5 = fxita (2.27) 
Vc = 2(C'2C3 - CiC'4)r_Y(Ô) - (Cf - C'| + C| - C^)ry(g)-
2(C3Q - C\C2)rz(0) ^Cq = fyita (2.28) 
Thus, six parameters are necessary to describe the relationship of interest. However, 
this model does not account for the distortion due to nonparallel light rays. This 
effect is more significant when the camera is relatively close to the end-effector. In 
15 
practice, small adjustments of the uncertainty-of-view parameters, C'l - C '5, account 
well for the distortion. Such adjustments are possible due to the local nature of 
parameter estimates. If cameras are at a large distance from the manipulator, and 
lenses with long focal lengths are used, the simplicity of the above estimation model 
will be a greater consideration than the error due to unmodeled lens distortion. The 
ability of the simple model to describe accurately the highly nonlinear relationship 
between the vector of holonomic joint coordinates and camera-space cue locations is 
illustrated experimentally in [5] using a multiple-degree-of-freedom manipulator. 
When wheels are added to the base of the manipulator, orientation and position 
of the reference frame attached to the base of the manipulator relative to the camera's 
reference frame will be continuously changing due to changes in the mobile manip­
ulator's base coordinates which result from driving wheel rotation and changes in 
steering angles. The camera space estimation model for the case where nonholonomic 
degrees of freedom are added is written as follows: 
Ac = (Cf + C'l - - c|)r,v(9j) + 2(C2C3 + 
2(^2^4 - + C; = fx(ih<a»d)] (2.29) 
Yc  =  SICjC, - CiCi ) rx { i k )  + (C? - Cj  +  C| - c|)ry(Sj)+ 
2(C3C4 + CiC2)rz(iA) + Cg = (2.30) 
where (r ry(â/, ), )) describe the physical position of a cue of interest 
with respect to the coordinate system that is attached to the mobile base at dj. The 
six uncertainty-of-view parameters, C'l through Cg, which nominally describe the 
spatial relationship between camera and manipulator base are no longer stationary. 
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Instead, they will vary with changes in the mobile base coordinates. In order to com­
bine "old" camera space measurements with most current measurements to produce 
a best-estimate of the current (or future) values of C'l through Cg, it is necessary to 
have a mathematical model to relate changes in Ç to movement of the base. 
Y Y' 
Figure 2.5: Orientation of XYZ Coordinates with Respect to X'v' Z' Coordinates 
The Camera-space Estimation Model 
The mathematical model which relates the changes in uncertainty of view pa­
rameters to the changes in mobile base coordinates is developed in this section. Let 
the XYZ coordinates be fixed, and the X'Y'Z' coordinates be rotated by a small 
angle, Ao, about the Z axis as shown in Figure 2.5. The orientation of the XYZ 
coordinate system with respect to the X'y'Z' coordinate system is identified by the 
matrix: 
A' cos( Alp) sin(Ao) 0 A'' 
y , = 
-sin(Ao) cos(Açi>) 0 < Y' 
Z 0 0 1 z' 
Since we have assumed small angle rotation, this relation can be simplified as 
18 
follows: 
X 1 Ao 0 x' 
Y 
-A© 1 0 < Y' (2.32) 
Z 0 0 1 z' 
The camera space estimation model of Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) is written in the matrix 
form to map the physical XYZ coordinates into camera space coordinates: 
Xc  c i i  c i2  C13 
Yc  C2 i  C22  C23  
(2..33) 
where 
= C? + c| - C'i - c| 
C12 = 2(^2^3 + ^'iQ) 
C13 = 2(C2Q - C^Cg) 
C21 = 2(C2C'3 - C'iC'4) 
C22 = ^'1 - ^'2 + ^'.3 ~ ^4 
^23 = 2( C3 C4 + C\ C'2 ) ( 2.34 ) 
Eq. (2.32) may be substituted in Eq. (2.33) so that the camera space coordinates are 
expressed in terms of the X'Y'Z' coordinate system: 
A'c 
< 
Vc 
1 1 A© 0 X' 
(:13 Y' C's (2.35) 0 
<
1
 1 <  > •  -f <  
C23 . 
z' 
^6 
0 0 1 
19 
This relation may be simplified to the form: 
cii-ci2A(p C12+CIIÙ10  C13 
C21 - C22+C2iA(p C23 
The camera space estimation model of Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) may also written in 
the matrix form to map the physical X'Y'Z' coordinates into the camera space 
coordinates directly: 
A'' 
v '  ' + < 
C'5 (2.36) 
z '  
, ^ 6  J 
X'' J  J  J  
'^11 ^12 ^13 
< 
V'c 
. 4i ^2 CO
 
X' 
Y'  T 
("5 
C'a 
(2.37 
where 
9 9 0 0 
4i = ^ '1 + ~ '^3 - *^ 4" 
c'i2=2(c^c.'^ + cici) 
-  c[c!i}  
4i=2(c^r^-rlc^) 
' _ r< f^  n ! ^  r '<^  
^ 2 2 - ^ 1  ~ ^ 2  " ^ ^ 3  ~ ^ 4  
cy=2(c^c i+c ic i )  (2..38) 
If Eq. (2.37) is compared to Eq. (2.36), then the following set of relations may be 
found: 
/ 
^11 = cil - ci2('^©) 
C12 = C12 - cil(A0) 
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4.3 = ^13 
4l = «^21 - C22(^'^) 
^22 = ^22 -C2I(Û<?!>) 
^3 = (^23 
< 5^ = '^5 
Ce = C'6 (2.39) 
The changes in C_ due to changes in the mobile base coordinates may be expressed 
as: 
Acii = c[ i  - c i i  
^^12 = ci2 - C12 
^<^13 = ^3 - <-'13 
•^ 2^1 = 4l - ^ 21 
^C22 = ^22 - C22 
^(=23 = ^23 - C23 
iCj = ci - C,5 
^^'6 = ^6~^'6 (2.40) 
Now Eqs. (2.39) can be substitute in Eqs. (2.40), yielding: 
Acii = -ci2^4> 
Aci2 = cj^j^Ac) 
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AC]^3 = 0 
Ac2i = -C22-A0 
•^^22 = C2iA<6 
AC23 = 0 
AC5 = 0 
AC'6 = 0 (2.41) 
and Ac22 may be derived from the expressions for C]^2- ^21,  
and C22 of Eqs.  (2.34), respectively,  as well :  
Acii = 2(C'iAC'i + C2AC2 - CgAC's - QAQ) 
Aci2 = 2(C'3AC'2 + C'2AC'3 + C4AC1 + C'^AQ) 
Acoi = 2(C'3AC'2 + C'2AC'3 - QAC'i - C'iAC'4) 
AC22 = 2(CiAC'i - C'2AC'2 + C'3AC'3 - C4AC4) (2.42) 
Combining Eqs.  (2.41) and (2.42) yields:  
2(CiACi 4- C2AC2 - C'3AC'3 - QAC^) = -2(C'2C'3 ^ C'iC'4)Ao 
2(C'3AC'2 + C'2AC'3 + QAC'i + C^AQ) = (C^ + C.| - C'| - c|)Ao 
2(^3AC'2 + C2AC3 - QAC'i - C'iAC'4) = -(C'f - C'l + C'l - C|)A<^ 
2(C'iAC'i - C'gAC'g + C3AC'3 - C4AC4) = 2(^2^3 - C'iC'4)Aç) (2.43) 
Now let 's  add once and subtract  once the first  f rom the fourth as well  as the second 
from the third of these equations to simplify the equations to:  
2(2C'iAC'i - 2C'4AC'4) = -4CiC'4A0 
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2(2C'2AC2 - 2C3AC3) = -4C2C3AÇ, 
2(2C'3A6'2 + 2C'2AC3) = 2(C'| - C'|)Ao 
2(2C4AC'i + 2C'i AC'4 ) = 2(C'l - C'l )A0 (2.44) 
If  we solve for AC'^ from the first  of  these equations and substi tute i t  into the fourth 
equation,  and we solve for AC'2 from the second equation and substi tute i t  into the 
third equation,  then the following very simple expressions are established: 
ACi = (-^)Açi 
^ C 2  =  ( - ^ ) ^ é  
= ( ^  )Aé 
(2.45) 
The differential  changes in C'l  through C'4 with respect  to the change in the orienta­
t ion of the mobile base coordinates are defined as follows: 
U r n  ( ^ )  =  - ^  
do  A(^—0 A<^ 2 
Urn 
do  Ao—0 Aql) 2 
The differential  changes in C'l  through C'4 may be writ ten with respect  to the differ­
ential  changes of the driving wheel using the chain rule:  
•23 
d o  d d j ^  
dd^  do  d9 j^  
We have already found an expression for the differential change of (p in terms of the 
driving wheel differential rotation from Eq. (2.18): 
do  =  ( - ^  s in  9s ) {d9 j )  (2.48) 
This equation and Eqs. (2.46) may be substituted into Eqs. (2.47) resulting in: 
g 
^=(-r i °^») 'T)  '"9)  
Figure 2.5 indicates that the orientation of the XYZ coordinates with respect to 
the X'y'Z' coordinates is changed by a small angle A©, but the body-fixed origin 
has remained physically in place. Thus, C'5 and Cg would clearly remain unchanged. 
The expressions for the changes in C '5 and Cg may be written by applying the camera 
estimation model of Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) to the body-fixed origin: 
AC '5  =  + C13AZQ 
^^6 = - C22'^^b (^23-^^0 (--50) 
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where (A 'q, Yq ,  Zq )  are the coordinates of the body-fixed origin. These two equa­
tions indicate that no effect is associated with the change in orientation and may be 
divided through by the differential dB^. Noting that AZq is zero, 
The body-fixed origin is actually the same point as the center of the single drive/steering 
wheel. The differential position of this center was derived earlier and is given in Eq. 
(2.3) in the vector form. The differential form of the center coordinates in Eqs. (2.51) 
are obtained from the i and j coefficients of Eq. (2.3), however, with respect to the 
body-fixed coordinates: 
d X r  
d S d  
— = R cos 6s 
= — i?sin^5 (2.52) 
dOd 
When these two equations along with expressions for C]^2' ^21' <^22 terms 
of C'l through C4 are substituted in Eqs. (2.51), the following differential equations 
are found for C'5 and C'g: 
"d^ = { C 'l -r C'2 — C'g — C ' ^ ) { R c o s  6 s )  4- 2(C2C'3 + C']^C'4,)(—iïsin^^) 
= 2(C '2C '3 — C ]^C '4)(/2cos^5) 4- (C^ — + C3 — )( — iîsin) (2.53) 
Eqs. (2.49) and the above two equations put together result in the following set of 
differential equations for C,: 
^ = -/!(«»)(%) 
' d  
where 
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= (C^ 4- C'l - C'l - C'^)/2(^^) + 2(^2^3 + C'l^^'4)/3(^-s) 
— 2(^2(^'3 — C^i(^'4)/2(^-s) + (C'l — C'o + Cg - c|)/3(05) (2.54) 
/l(^5) = -y sin^5 
f 2 i ^ s )  ~  R < ^ o s d s  
fz(^s) =-RsinOs (2.55) 
The first four of Eqs. (2.54) are linear in C_ and the remaining two are nonlinear. 
Nonetheless, it is interesting and useful to know that, if the steering angle, 6s, remains 
constant, Eqs. (2.54) are easily solved in closed form. The general closed form solution 
for a constant steering angle is given by: 
Ci(^j) = .4i cos(wg^) - .44 sin(a;^^) 
^'2('^(f) = "^2 cos(a;g(y) - .43 sin(u;0^) 
C'3(^j) = Ag sin(wgj) + Ag cos(wgj) 
C'4(^j) = A i  sin(wgj) + .44 cos(wgj) 
16  = [«11/2(^5) + «12/3(^5)]^ sin(2a;^^)+ 
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^«12/2(^5) -  sm"{u>0^) -f  . -I5 
= [a2l/2('^s) a22/3(<9s)!:^sin(2u;i9^) + 
1^22/2(^5) — sin^(w^^) + .4g (2.56) 
where 
and 
"11 = -•^1 + ^^2 ~ ~ -"^4 
«12 = 2(.42-43 + AiA^) 
<121 = 2(-'i2-'^3 - ^1^4) 
®22 ~ ~ ^2 + .4g — .4^ (2.57) 
and where the six constants of integration, .4]^ through .4g, are all evaluated from 
initial conditions. 
Eqs. (2.54) are verified by integrating them along a nominal base rotation trajec­
tory, and comparing the integrated Ç vectors with their corresponding values based 
on a "known" sequence of physical positions and projections, into a stationary camera 
of cues moving with the mobile base. It is also interesting to note that the "state" 
equations (Eqs. (2.54)) and the "observation" equations (Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30)) are 
in the standard form: 
i  =  9 ( x , u )  
y  =  P ( ë . )  (2.58) 
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provided we identify 0^ with the independent variable t, C_ with the vector of depen­
dent variables x, and 63 with the control u, and provided we let the vector y represent 
the camera space coordinates of observed cues. The form of Eqs. (2.58) is a standard 
one for estimation. 
The consequent error in the differential equation model of Eqs. (2.54) results 
in the possibility of the need for a reasonably high frequency of measurements and 
skewness of measurement weighting in order to ensure accurate C, estimates, particu­
larly as the maneuver nears the terminal position. The likelihood of wheel slip and/or 
nonuniform surface adds to this need. 
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CHAPTER 3. PARAMETER ESTIMATION AND TRAJECTORY 
PLANNING 
The Method of Updating Camera Parameters 
Now that a mathematical model has been developed to relate the changes in Ç 
to the movement of the base, it is desired to acquire an updated estimate of these 
parameters at a particular value of ffj = ûj. The selected will likely be chosen 
shortly after the current 0^ in order to allow for the computation time needed to 
perform updated estimates and trajectory plans while the maneuver is allowed to 
continue. 
First, an initial guess for C_ is made at 0^, or, if it is available, an earlier estimate 
of a is integrated forward using Eqs. (2.54) to 6^. Measured or planned histories of 
9s(9^) are also available for this integration. The current best-estimates of 0(0"^) are 
denoted by: 
C(d*^) = C* (3.1) 
Next, Q* is improved by adding to it a least square differential correction AC* based 
on all available measurements using a successive approximation procedure [13]. 
cZ-ki = (2% . (3.2) 
First of all, the vector of current residual R  corresponding to the current C* estimates 
•29 
is defined as follows: 
%_1 = (3.3) 
'Rgi = (3.4) 
where Xc{ti) and Ycit^) are the camera-space cue location measurements for the 
camera of interest at the instant where is the value of the drive angle at the 
same instant, where are the corresponding holonomic joint coordinates, and 
where C,(9^{ti)) are the backward integrated parameter values from to using 
Eqs. (•2.54). The functions /y and f y  are defined in the camera space estimation 
model of Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30). For small changes (corrections) of the vector 
of linearly predicted residual, after the correction follows from Taylor series 
expansion of the vector of predicted residual about the current C_* estimates: 
R l p  =  R - A A C *  (.3.5) 
where the elements of the A matrix are given by: 
(•'•«I 
Aiij = (3.7) 
where the partial derivatives with respect to C'J = Cj(6^) require a numerical back­
ward integration. The strategy for determining the approximate correction ("dif­
ferential correction'') AÇI*, is to select the particular correction which leads to the 
minimum weighted sum of squares of the linearly predicted residuals: 
i ' l p  =  Rjp^VRip  (3.8) 
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where W is the weighting matrix. If the process is convergent, the AC* determined 
by minimizing Eq. (3.8) would be expected to decrease on successive iterations un­
til (on the final iterations) the linearization is an extremely good approximation. 
Substitution of Eq. (3.5) into Eq. (3.8) yields the quadratic in AC* 
V ' Z p  =  i R -  - .4AC*) (3.9) 
In order that AC* yields a minimum of Eq. (3.9), we have the following requirements: 
First, the necessary condition for a minimum is: 
^ ^ Ç * ù ' l p  =  - 2 A ^ W R  +  2 A ^ W A A C *  = 0 (3.10) 
and the sufficient condition for a minimum is that 
^AÇ*^7p = 2(A^VFA) (3.11) 
must be positive. From the necessary condition, the correction AC* is obtained as 
given below: 
AC* = (.A^WAr^.A^WR (3.12) 
The partial derivatives of Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) can be expressed using the chain 
rule: 
(3 .14 )  
II 
ac? 
II 
J  
II 
d f y i t O  6 
_ V 
ac? - 2^ /=1 
where ^ may be determined from Eq. (2.29) as follows: 
= 2[Pir.Y(«M'i)) + C k r y m t i »  " C y z i i h i W l  
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= m r x W i »  +  O r r m H ) )  + Q'ziâjCi))] 
= 2|-C'3r Y(#;,(l,.,| + Cjrv-(«ft((i)) -
%7^ = 2[-C4'-A-(«(,('i)) - C'nigtCil) + C2rzmw\ 
aCô 
™ 
and where ^ may also be found from Eq. (2.30) similarly. 
))i 
= 21C'3r_Y(«^(f;)) - C2ry(9^((;)) + Cir2(«^(ii))| 
= 2((:'2rY(2^((;)) + C'3ry(5j((;)) + ('j ) )] 
= 21-^1'.vi^A('i)) - c'vrm'Oi + c's'-zi.hmi 
W ' "  
^ = 1 (3.16) 
d C ]  
Denoting ^ i j(ti) = qq^i the equations which must be integrated backward from 
to O^(t^) in order to produce are: 
d ^ l -  6 
(3-1') 
a  k = l  
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where 
% = _ dgi 
ac,. 
(3.18) 
and where which are given in Eqs. (2.54). 
The expressions for Eqs. (3.18) are determined from Eqs. (2.54) and are given 
in the following matrix: 
[ F ]  =  2  
0 0 0 4 0 0 
0 0 4 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
^51 ^52 ^53 F54 0 0 
^61 ^62 ^63 ^64 0 0 
(3.19) 
where 
^51 = -%4 = ^'1/2 + Q/3 
^52 = ^63 = ^'2/2 + <^'3/3 
^53 = -^62 = -(^'3/2 + <^'3/3 
^54 = ^61 = -Q/2 + ^'1/3 
and where fi(Os), f2i^s)y and f^iOg) are given in Eqs. (2.55) and are repeated here 
in Eqs. (3.20): 
f l i ^ s )  =  — s i n ^ 5  
f2i^s) = A cos 6 s 
f z i^s)  =  -Rs'mOs [3.20) 
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and where Bs = are measured or planned trajectories depending upon desired 
current or future estimates for Ç*. 
The initial condition for d^ij is given by; 
Once Ç* has been corrected, a subsequent backward integration of Eqs. (2.54) may 
be performed, and a new correction may be made using Eq. (3.2). This is an iterative 
process which continues until an acceptable tolerance is reached. 
Selection of the weighting matrix W in correction of AC* of Eq. (3.12) depends 
on a trade off between kinematic modeling error and measurement error. A preferred 
weighting of measurements made relatively close to the maneuver objective is usu­
ally desirable, but a weighting scheme too skewed in favor of these measurements 
can magnify the effect of measurement errors greatly, resulting in poor placement 
precision. 
0 otherwise 
(3.21) 
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The Strategy for Selecting a Trajectory Plan 
Upon satisfactory convergence of the estimation process for C*, a trajectory 
modification is calculated beginning from This modified trajectory plan involves 
the holonomic degrees of freedom, , as well as the nonholonomic degrees of freedom, 
the function The goal is the achievement of the desired terminal position of the 
end member. Thus, the values for terminal holonomic joint coordinates and the base 
trajectories are desired. The realization of admissible configurations of manipulable 
and nonmanipulable cues (superposition for the simplest point placement task) in 
each participating camera space provide the key criterion for trajectory planning. 
The point placement task involves driving the mobile manipulator to the point where 
the manipulable cue comes into physical coincidence with a stationary cue. This 
requires the achievement of the terminal position of the end member only. In the 
later chapters, the application of this method to a more general task which involves 
the terminal orientation as well as position of the end member will be discussed. 
The updated trajectory plan is applied to the interval between 9^ = and the 
termination of the maneuver. 
We let the coordinates x *  , y * ,  and 4 ) *  represent the desired position and in-plane 
\ 
orientation of the base with respect to its position and base orientation at 6^. In terms 
of x*, y*, <p*, and ê/j , an algebraic expression describing the physical manipulable-cue 
position can be identified as: 
xr = x* + rj^(9fj )cos<i)* + ry(ê/, ) sin oi* 
Y r  =  y "  -  ^ Yi^/ilsinç)* + r Y ( i h ) c o s 4 > *  
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Zr = (3.22) 
where A'r, Y r ,  Z r  are the nominal physical coordinates of the manipulable cue with 
respect to the mobile base at the point where = 0'^. The functions r yI^/j), ryiS-h h 
and describe the nominal physical position of the same cue with respect to 
the reference frame attached to the mobile base at the current instant. Note therefore 
that if X* = y* = (f>* = 0, then Xr = and Zr = 
If the vector is defined to include all elements of as well as •r'*, y*, 6*, then 
we may regard Xr = XrlO"), Y'r = lr(^*)» and Zr = Zr(9*). Thus, the strategy for 
selecting terminal coordinates 9'^ is to minimize "J" which is defined as: 
•^ = E {i-Yc - /\-(r;C')l^ + K - /r(S*;£*)l'^} (3.23) 
( = 1 
where (X^,Yq) are the camera space coordinates of the stationary target cue as 
measured in the reference frame of the ith camera. The functions /y and fy are 
defined in Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30), but this time, they map the nominal physical 
coordinates of the manipulable cue which is given by (AV, Yr, Zr) of Eqs. (3.22) into 
the camera space of each monitoring camera: 
fx(t-,a') = (cf + c f  - c f  - c f )X r (e*) + 2(C'iC'| -r C'(C'i)lr(r)+ 
- C'|C'|)Zr(6*) + (3.24) 
= 2(C|C'| - C'(ci)AV(r ) + (C'f - c f  +  c f  -  c f ) Y r { t ) +  
•2{Cici + c[ci)Zr{t) + ci (3.25) 
The target terminal coordinate vector given by is updated with new measure­
ments made during the course of the maneuver. Improvements in estimates of g* are 
due to small adjustments in estimates of the six-element vector, , associated with 
each of the monitoring cameras to better describe the nonlinear relationship between 
manipulator joint and base coordinates and camera-space cue locations near the ma­
neuver culmination. It remains to resolve the trajectory plan for which will 
transition the base from x* = y* = 0, to the desired x* and y" for a point placement 
task as determined using the approach which is outlined in the next section. 
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The Outline for Selecting Terminal Coordinates for Point Placement 
In minimizing "J" of Eq. (3.23) to solve for the current estimates of the required 
terminal values of x*, y*, depending upon the terminal base orientation 0", the 
base can acquire an infinite number of terminal positions, {x*,y*), that will satisfy the 
required camera-space end-point condition. Moreover, an infinite number of wheel 
trajectories can be found which would satisfy terminal requirements for any given 
(x*,y*,0*) combination. The indeterminate condition is resolved here by restricting 
the trajectory plan such that the updated trajectory (beginning at i9*) involves only 
a fixed steering angle. Thus, the future trajectory may be specified in terms of ^dj:' 
ffg, and $1^ only. Noting that only one holonomic degree of freedom will be considered 
in this procedure. The necessary conditions for minimization of "J" are given by: 
where y) - 0'^, and where is the desired holonomic angle. 
A Newton method ; 14] for solving the above system of there nonlinear equations 
for Og, and is applied. This is an iterative method with user supplied initial 
guesses for and <9^. The iteration is as follows: 
i k + l =  h  +  (3.27) 
where 9 = and where 
d 9  =  - [ f ' ( 9 _ ) ] - ^ f { i )  (3.28) 
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where f ( 9 )  =  and where the square matrix !/'(£); is called the 
f  
Jacobian matrix of f { 0 )  at 0 :  
[ f ' ( i ) ]  =  
d  ,  d j  .  
w  
Y 
d  i  d J  .  
_ a _ / a j  \  
ddvwz^ 
d  ,  d j  V  
d  (  d J  ^  
d  ( d J  .  
(3.29) 
The expressions for the components of the vector /(â) may be derived from Eq. 
(3.23) for "J" as given below: 
d J  m  
de. = -2 E - f x i t ; C ' ) ] ( ^ )  + [Fc^  - fY( e _ * ; C ' ) ] {  
d f x  d f y  
f  
where 
where 
i=l / 
d f x  _  d f x d X ^  ^  d f x  d \ r  
d e .  
) (3.30) 
a.Vr agavr ag^ 
dfY dfy dXr d f y  dYr 
+ air 
d X r  d x *  ,  d X r  d y *  ^  d X r  d < p '  a.Yr 
/ 
dYr dYr dx* dYr dy'' dYr d4>* 
d e .  d x *  d e .  + 
/ 
a;/* ag 
/ 
(3.31) 
(3.32) 
#  = {[-Vj -  /a - («^£ ' ) I( | Ï)  +  K -  /y( r :C' ) l (^ ) }  (.3.33) 
where 
9 f x  _ d f x d X r  d f x  d Y r  
de* dXr de* dYr de* 
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d f y  ^  d f y  d X r  ,  d f y  d Y r  
where 
d X r  d X r d x *  d X r d y *  ^  d X r  d é *  
del ~ dx* de^ ^ dy* de^ ^ do* d$t 
dYr dVrdx* dYrdy* dYr do* 
del " dx* del ^ dy* dei do^ dei 
d J  
deh 
where 
m  
where 
•2 E {i4-/.Y(2':C')|(^) + [iï -/i'(S*;C')i(^) 
i=\ 
d f x  _  9 f x  d X r  d f x  d Y r  d f x  d Z r  
dêj^ dXr dej^ dYr dBj^ dZr dBf^ 
d f y  d f y  d X r  d f y  d Y r  d f y  d Z r  
de^ ~ dXr dei^ dYr ao/, d Z r  ao/. 
d X r  _  d ^ d ^  d X r  d r y  
deh drx dêh ^ dry de^ 
Êlf _ 'gyy dry 
d B h  d r x  d 9 h  d r y  d B h  
d Z r  _  d Z r  d r ^  
de^ ~ drz dB^ 
Next the expressions for the elements of the square matrix [ f ' ( B ) ]  may be deter­
mined from the components of the vector /(ê) as follows: 
d  ,  d J  m  
40 
d f v  d f v  
where a and ^ are given in Eqs. (3.31), and where 
d  d f x  d f x  d \ X r  , d f x d h ' r  
d X r  d Y r g e j  
d  ^ d f y  ^ _ d f Y d " X r  ^  d f y  d h ' y  (3.40) 
where 
c?2.Yr d X r d ^ x *  d X r d ^ y *  d X r d ^ é *  Ô ^ X r ^ d ç " - !  
_ = —— _ 4- —— 1 — -4- =— 4- =-i j 
8 
d x *  d 9 ' ^  
d h r  dYr d^x* 
^^3y" 
d x *  d O ' ^  
d f  
d J  
6 ^ 
s
W
i 
C4 II 
sej^ Sé' aej^ B«J^ 
+ + + (3.41) 
^ f x  w Y 
/ 
/ 
(3.42) 
/ 
where and are given in Eqs.(3.34), and and are given in Eqs. 
(3.31), and where 
; I j ~ r. I 
d  d f y  _  d f y  d ^ X r  Ô f y  d h ' r  (3.43) 
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where 
d ^ X .  r  d X r  d ^ x *  ^  d X r  5 ^ 1  d X r  d ^ é *  ^  d ^ X r  d < p *  0 0 '  
6w*6wjj, ar*(%%a9d^ " a%* aezagj " 6%,* fwzfwj " ,%6*2 aezaw^, 
dhr dYr d^x* dYr d^y* dYr d^é* d^Yr dé* dé* 
~ 9T' aeta$j^ ey' aetae^ ^ g^,2 gej 3«, 0 9  (3.44) 
m 
a , aj , , V-
( i^M^)-K -/y(â- ;e ')l[4(^'! 
J j 
where and are given in Eqs. (3.37), and and are given in Eqs. CPA 
(3.31), and where / V 
where 
d  , 9 f x s d f x  d ^ X r  d f x  d h y  
awjj, a.YrGWA/w,d^ atr 
d ( ^/r ) ^ a/y d'^Xr I d f y  d ^ Y r  
(%)A chPj^. aLVr,9gjy99dj, ,9%. 
d^Xr d'^Xr drx dé* d^Xr dry dé* 
' ^x^*' Sfk Srydi.* d«i, 
d '^Yr d '^Yr d r x  d é *  d '^Yr dry dé* 
ac/ifWdj, (%9,; gWjj, aryci4* gWA 
3 /-f t - 9 V f âgjïf ââ]: ) -- 2 :E:: | (|^)2 - - f x i t - , C ' ) ] [ - ^ { ^ ) ]  +  
(3.46) 
(3.47) 
(3.48) 
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where and are given in Eqs. (3.34), and where 
where 
9 , d f x s d f x d ^ - ' ^ r  , d f x d ^ Y ,  
aa* \ QÛ* ' a V 0. a IT '1 r  deraif  ~ " Wgp.s 
d ^ X r  d X r  d ^ x *  
9^* def 
d'^Yr dYr d'^x* 
def 
8921 a?2' ajTrfwgZ ' air ag*2 ^ ' 
a.YraV 8%ra2^* 
'*' «s* 8sf  ^ a«.2 '«ej 
3&#) = 
' 3 5' ' 
where and are given in Eqs. (3.37), and and are given in Eqs. 
'-'"h 0"s OPs 
(3.34), and where 
a . d f x . d î x  d ^ X r  , d f x  d h ^ r  
def ^ ^  d e *  '  d X r d e j ^ d e ' ;  '  Ô Y T  d O f ^ d e *  
9  , d f Y  d f y  d \ X r  d f Y  d h r  , , , , ,  
6W&^ de* ' dXr dej^det dVr ^ ^ ^ 
where 
d'^Xr d'^Xr drxd(t>* d'^Xr dry dé* 
8W&892 " dTxd(p* dêf^ dS* drydcj)* 69^ ^^3 
gS}; _ grj,. ary.,94,# 
def^det  drxd<j>* déf^ de*s dry do" de* ^ ^ 
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(^)2-K'-/K(r;e*)ii5^(||)i) 13.54, 
where and are given in Eqs. (3.37), and where 
where 
d  d f x  d f x  d ' ^ X r  , d f x d h r  d f x d ^ Z r  
,99,; I 6N)h ' a.Yr aajZ ' ,9lir 86,2 ,9;%, 6%)2 
a a/ir __ Ojfy ()2a:r ,9/,^ 6,2),^ ^1/^,. 3,2,;^ 
aOA ' fWTr 6W2 gyp ggj! ' gif,. ggj! 
d ^ X r  _  d X r  d ^ r x  d X r  d ^ v y  
de\ drx dd\ ^ dry ##2 
d^Yr _ dYr d^rx dVr d'^ry 
d9\ ~ drx del ^ dry dO'l 
d ^ Z r  d Z r d ^ r z  
del ~ drz del 
The following expressions of the Jacobian matrix are found to be equivalent: 
(3.56) 
64* ' -- 6)42 fWjj, 
^ (3.58) 
<9W(fy 84,1 89 
Therefore, the square matrix [/'(â)] is a symmetric matrix as well. The right hand 
side of Eqs. (3.57), (3.58), and (3.59) are given by Eqs. (3.42), (3.45), and (3.51), 
respectively. 
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Next, the expressions within the equations for the elements of the Jacobian ma­
t r ix need to be established. First, the partial derivatives of functions /y and fy of 
Eqs (3.24) and (.3.25) with respect to coordinates AV, Ir, and Zr are determined: 
5^ = c'l + cf - cf - cf 
|^=2(c|ci + cici) 
= (3 .60 )  
^ = Hcici - C'lCi) 
= cf  -  cf  + 4 - cf 
|^ = 2(cicj+cic4) (3.61) 
Next, the first and second nonzero partial derivatives of Xr, lr« and Zr coordinates 
with respect to x*,y*,4>* and ^ developed: 
d X r  
gr* 
dYr 
gy* 
d x  
= 1 
= 1 
^ - -r sin (i>* + r y i O f ^ )  c o s  ç *  
= -rj^(9f^)cos4>* - ry(^/;)sin<^* (3.62) 
dé* 
dYr 
a2 Y 
— =  - r  Y ( ^ / ^ ) c o s  < ; 6 *  -  r y i O f ^ )  s i n  é *  
d<p* 
q 2  y  
2  ~  r Y ( ^ / ; ) s i n -  r y { 9 j ^ ) c o s 4 > *  ( 3 . 6 3 )  
dé* 
= COS 0 
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d X y  d Y y  
d r  Y  d r y  
8A:r . * ô— = - Q = 
dry or y 
dZ-r 
dr^ 
d ^ X r  d ^ X r  d ^ Y r  d h r  
= 1 (3.64) 
dr-^dé* d(f>'*drY drydo* 5(p*5ry 
d'^Xr d^Xr d^Yr d^Yr 
= — sm Ç 
= cos4>^ (3.65) 
drydé'' dé" dry dr-^d4>* dé*dr-^ 
The differential position and orientation of the base with respect to the fixed XYZ 
coordinates are given in Eqs. (2.3) and (2.18) and are repeated below as Eqs. (3.66) 
and (3.67): 
ivQ = R( d d ^ ) [ c o s ( ( f )  +  6 s ) i  —  s m ( é  +  )j] (3.66) 
d é  =  ( - ^ s i n 6 s ) { d ^ ( i )  (3.67) 
Since it was decided that the updated trajectory would involve a fixed steering angle, 
these equations may be integrated directly to find algebraic expressions for x*, y'^, 
and é*, respectively: 
J *  =  — r ^ s i n ( ( p *  + O g )  +  b  
é *  =  (-y sini9g )^j^ (3.68) 
Now, the first and second partial derivatives of x*,y'*,4>* with respect to 0 ^ ^  and 0 ^  
are obtained: 
L *  .  Û *  
r?T* 
= R COS(<^'* + 9G ) 
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^ = — i2sin(çi)* + ) 
/ 
/ 
=  - j s i n d *  
q2^* p2 
== -^ r- sin 9: sint*,* 4- *:) 
a2y* R '  
4 
s i n ^ j  c o s { 4 > *  +  9 g )  
f  
2^*2 0^^ 
dd^j 
= 0 
7 
dx* 
d9g tan 9^ 4  c o s ( ( j ) *  + 9 s ) +  . .) sin 0' sin^ ^5 
ag.: tan 
f  
sin((^ + ) + 
sin^ 9 s  
(cos<p* - 1) 
d ( f )  R 
0 9  
* = (-TCOS 
/ 
R9d 
2 t a n  9  
f  I  
ï* [( 7 ) COS ^3 - 1] sin( + ^ 5 ) -r -— 
sin #<: 
26 2R9^ 
1""* -TII* COS 0 
d h  
09 
aWj, 1 
•[(—I—)cos05 - l)cos((/» + 4-
sin^o *2 tan#a^^ b  
26 """dy ^ 26 •2R9^ 
+ sin<S,an«: 
(3.69) 
(3.70) 
(3.71) 
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d e  
TT = (-^ sin 6% (3;r2) 
R 9  J  
5^'5^' = â&'^' = m — ^ ) c o s » l  -  llsm(«* ^«J) 
Rd J 
j^--( #23^) = ) = JR[( ---r-^-)sin *: - 1] cosfj,* 4-*2) 
fhpjjF 9*2 " dwZ ' aw,; ' I' 6 
8 ,6#*, a ,6#*, A 
89^^ (,94* ) -- del ^  ^ 6 
The first and second partial derivatives of the manipulable cue position ), 
and referred to body-fixed coordinates may also be determined with 
respect to the holonomic degree of freedom, once the nominal kinematic model 
of the manipulator arm has been established. This will be done in the next chapter 
which will also feature some experimental results of the camera-parameters estima­
tion process and the trajectory planning scheme for point placement tasks that were 
outlined in this chapter. The experiments involve cameras, computers, and a mobile 
robot. 
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL POINT PLACEMENT RESULTS 
Experimental Set-up 
Figure 4.1 shows the main components of the experimental set-up which consists 
of two cameras and a mobile robot. The black and white closed circuit video cameras 
are stationary-based and zoomable. The camera-space coordinate data for the cue(s) 
are determined using a specially designed signal processor [5]. The coordinate data 
are provided to a computer and are also displayed on a standard video monitor. The 
purpose of the monitor is to allow visual verification of the position of the cue(s). 
Two cues are used in the point placement experiment. One of them is attached to 
the manipulator's end-piece," and the other one is the stationary target-cue which is 
placed in an arbitrary location. The cues are actually very small light bulbs which 
are easily detected by the cameras with a dark background. 
The mobile manipulator which is used to illustrate the method of nonholonomic 
camera space manipulation is the HERO 1 robot, model ET-18. This robot is an 
electrically driven, spherical coordinate robot with seven axes. Two of the axes are 
associated with lateral motion of the robot in the plane of its base (see Figure 4.1). 
The HERO 1 weighs 39 pounds and is 20 inches high and 18 inches in diameter 
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at its maximum cross section. It is supported on three wheels. The single rear wheel 
is the drive/steering wheel; and 6s are measured at this wheel as shown in Figure 
4.1. This wheel is rotated in 0.35-radian (20-degree) increments and has a radius of 
R=2.47 inches. The main drive employs a DC motor and optical encoder system. The 
optical pick-up device senses wheel position by monitoring the encoder disk mounted 
to the drive wheel. The steering position is controlled by a DC stepper motor. Each 
step is equivalent to 0.02-radian (1.15-degree). The range of motion of the steering is 
from -1.53-radian (-88-degree) to 1.51-radian (87-degree) from left to right. 
The only holonomic degree of freedom which will be exercised in the present 
illustration is the arm rotation. This is considered the distance from the pivot axis 
of the arm joint to the cue (P) which is in the gripper at its end. The simple gripper 
attached to the end of the arm serves as the end-effector. The arm length is 1=10.8 
inches. The arm position is also controlled by a DC stepper motor. Each step is 
equivalent to .02-radian (1.15-degree). The range of motion of the arm rotation is 
2.62-radian (150-degree) in the vertical plane. 
Other physical parameters of interest (referring to Figure 2.2) are b=6.7 inches 
and a=15.8 inches. The parameter b is the horizontal distance from the center of 
the drive/steering wheel to the axis which passes through the center of the two front 
wheels, and a is the horizontal distance from the center of the drive/steering wheel 
to the cue (P). A voltage supply which is located on the board on the head of the 
HERO 1 is used as a power source to the electric light-bulb (cue (P)) in the gripper. 
The power source of the target cue is independent. 
The kinematic model of Eqs. (2.21) for the tip point P is modified for the 
configuration of HERO 1 robot to the following differential form: 
dXp  = i2[cos 6s  cos © + ( - — 1 ) sin ^5 sin 0]( d6^  ) 
dYp  = i2[— cos$s  sin4- (^ - 1) sin^5 sin(p](cf0^) -f (/cos ) (d6 f ^ )  
dZp  =  {—Is in9 f j ) (d9 j j ^ )  
d ( f>  =  ( - ^  s in  0 s ) (d6 j ^ )  (4.1) 
The third of these, dZp .  is integrable to: 
Zp  =  lcos9 f ^  — h  (4.2) 
where h is the vertical distance from the pivot axis of the arm joint to the center of 
the drive/steering wheel and is equal to 13.16 inches. The holonomic coordinate, 9f^. 
is measured as indicated in Figure 4.1. The nominal physical position of the cue (P) 
with respect to the coordinate system that is attached to the base of the HERO 1 
robot is: 
~  ( i ( cons tan t )  
r y iOh)  =  I  s i n  $1^  
= /cosg;^ - A (4.3) 
Experimental Results of the Estimation Routine for Camera Parameters 
The estimation process which was derived in Chapter Three is tested here. A 
program in FORTRAN which is given in the Appendix B is written to carry out the 
estimation routine of Eqs. (3.2) and (3.12). The experimental procedure for a typical 
estimation test run is as follows: First, the HERO 1 robot is driven in fixed steps in 
the field of view of one or two monitoring cameras. At each step, the camera space 
coordinates of the cue in the grasp of the manipulator are acquired by the vision 
system. In addition, the base and holonomic coordinate data which include Bj, $$. 
and 6f^ are recorded at each step. The robot is steered with fixed angles in two or 
more directions for simple maneuvers. Then, the camera space measurements, the 
base and holonomic coordinate data, and initial guesses for Ç* parameters at 0'^ 
are provided to the estimation program which is going to produce the best-estimates 
of camera parameters at ^j. For the purpose of illustration, the best-estimates of 
and the base and holonomic coordinate data are used to find the best-model 
fits to the actual camera space trace by backward integration of Eqs. (2.54) from 
and substitution of these integrated camera parameters at each in the camera 
estimation model of Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30). 
In the first experiment, a camera space trace of the manipulable cue as it appears 
in the field of view of a single monitoring camera with df^ held constant is shown in 
Figure 4.2. The sequence of wheel movement associated with this trace are given 
in Table 4.1. Note that the driving wheel angles are measured from the beginning 
of the trace. The trace is developed by connecting camera space cue coordinates. 
These coordinates are obtained one at a time by examining the camera's video frame 
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Table 4.1: Base and Holonomic Coordi­
nate Data 
number h  
of points radians radians radians 
15 0.00-5.25 0.66 0.0 
15 5.2.5-10.5 -0.66 0.0 
15 10.5-15.7 0.66 0.0 
using the vision system. Thus, the trace is a collection of cue appearances in these 
video frames. Since no effort is made'to relate camera space to physical space, the 
scaling of the coordinate system which is used to describe the position of the cue in 
camera space is arbitrary. The values assigned to X and Y axes of each video frame 
range from zero to 250 along each of the axes. Thus, the size of the video frame 
is 250 by 250. For instance, Figure 4.2 shows only part of the camera space where 
this particular trace is formed. The fit which is obtained from the best-estimates 
of applying the "batch" estimation routine with equal weighting for each of 
the 45 image-plane measurements is illustrated in Figure 4.2 as well. Figure 4.3 
shows a fit to the same trace, however, with skewed weighting starting with zero 
weighting to the first measurement at the beginning of the maneuver, ending with 
full weighting to the last measurement at the end of the maneuver, and ascending 
weighting in between. Therefore, the fit to the actual trace is much better at the end 
of the maneuver than at the beginning of the maneuver as demonstrated in Figure 
4.3. However, it is important to note that a weighting scheme too skewed in favor of 
measurements made relatively close to the maneuver objective can magnify the effect 
of measurement errors greatly. 
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Table 4.2: Base and Holonomic Coordi­
nate Data 
number h  h  
of points radians radians radians 
10 0.00-3.50 -0.50 0.45 
10 3.50-7.00 0.66 0.45 
8 7.00-9.80 -0.33 0.45 
8 9.80-12.6 0.83 0.45 
8 12.6-15.4 -0.66 0.45 
In this next experiment, another camera space trace of the manipulable cue with 
9^ held constant in the field of view of a single monitoring camera is shown in Figure 
4.4. There are several "bad" measurements particularly in the third and the last 
stages of the actual trace. The sequence of wheel movement associated with this 
trace is given in Table 4.2. The so called bad measurements are probably due to 
a combination of excessive wheel slip and/or vision system error. Since the mobile 
robot is steered at a fixed angle in each step, the path of the robot is circular in the 
plane of motion of the base. Therefore, the projection of this circular path onto the 
camera space should form part of an ellipse. The actual traces of Figures 4.2 and 
4.3 project parts of ellipse at every stage. However, the third and the last stages, 
in particular, of the actual trace in Figure 4.4 do not show this characteristic due 
to large measurement errors at some of the points. The best-model fit to this trace 
using the estimation routine with equal weighting for all measurements is also shown 
in Figure 4.4. It is interesting to observe that the fit is "smooth" everywhere and 
eliminates the irregularities of the actual trace. 
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Table 4.3: Base and Holonomic Coordi­
nate Data 
number 
of points ! radians 
Os  
radians 
h  
i radians 
10 : 0.00-3.50 : -0.66 ; 0.45 
•5 3.50-5.25 ; 0.66 ! 0.45 
Ô : ; 5.2.5-7,00 ^ -0.66 ; 0.45-0.85 
In the next two experiments, two fits to traces which the holonomic as well as 
the nonholonomic degrees of freedom are exercised are illustrated using the "batch" 
estimation routine. Figure 4..5 shows a trace in which the holonomic angle. is held 
constant up to the middle of the second stage but is then exercised in the second half 
of the last stage. The base and holonomic coordinate data are given in Table 4.3 for 
this trace. Figure 4.6 shows another trace in which f/, is held constant in the first 
half of the first stage but is exercised from this point on to the end of the maneuver. 
The base and holonomic coordinate data are given in Table 4.4 for this trace. The 
best-model fits to both these traces are illustrated in Figures 4.-5 and 4.6 as well. Both 
fits indicate how well the estimation process is working when the holonomic degree 
of freedom is also exercised. 
Table 4.4: Base and Holonomic Coordi­
nate Data 
number 
of points L.&.. 
Os  
radians radians 
4 1 0.0-1.4 -0.33 0.45 
4 j 1.4-2.8 0.33 0.4.5-0.61 
8 j 2.8-5.6 -0.33 0.61-0.92 
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Experimental Results of Point Placement 
The point placement task which was described earlier in Chapter Three is to drive 
the mobile manipulator to the point where the manipulable cue comes into physical 
coincidence with a stationary cue. This is accomplished by using current parameter 
estimates to bring about (as nearly as possible in all monitoring cameras) image-plane 
superposition of both cues. Once a number of camera space measurements of the ma­
nipulable cue from the point of view of two cameras as well as base and holonomic 
coordinate data are available, camera parameters, for both cameras are up­
dated using the procedure that was outlined in Chapter Three and was demonstrated 
in the previous section. The camera space coordinates of the nonmanipulable cue are 
obtained from the measurements of the "target-cue", which is positioned in an arbi­
trary location, in the field of view of both cameras. These updated parameters along 
with camera space coordinates of the target cue are used to determine the future 
trajectory plan in terms of base and holonomic coordinates by minimizing "J" of Eq. 
(3.23) as described in Chapter Three. A program in FORTRAN which is given in 
the Appendix B is written to solve for the current estimates of the required terminal 
values. This procedure is repeated three times based on acquisition of new data. 
In this first experiment, the camera space traces of the manipulable cue and 
the camera space coordinates of the target cue are constructed from the point of 
view of two monitoring cameras as shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 for cameras one 
and two, respectively. The recorded sequence of wheel and arm movement associated 
with these traces (stage 0) is given in Table 4.5. At the end of stage 0, the camera 
parameters are initially estimated and are used to develop best-model fit to the initial 
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Table 4.5: Base and Joint Coordinate Data (Actual 
System Inputs) 
stage number ÔS 
number of points radians radians radians 
0 6 0.00-2.10 0.33 0.45 
0 6 2.10-4.20 0.33 0.45-0.68 
0 6 4.20-6.30 -0.66 0.68-0.92 
1 3 6.30-7.35 -0.52 0.92-1.00 
2 3 7.35-8.40 -0.58 1.00-1.10 
3 3 8.40-9.35 -0.66 1.10-1.15 
stage for each camera as shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Then, the future trajectory 
plan is determined as explained previously. The procedure is repeated once at the end 
of stage 0, once at the end of stage 1, and once at the end of stage 2. The calculated 
"trajectory plans" at the beginning of stages 1, 2, and 3 are given in Table 4.6. 
Note that the driving wheel angles are measured from the end-point of the previous 
stage to the projected maneuver termination in this table. The actual commanded 
sequence of wheel and arm movement associated with each stage is given in Table 4.5. 
Discrepencies between trajectory planned terminal values and inputs to the system 
are due to resolution limits of the system. 
At each juncture, where the trajectory plan is updated, the physical distance to 
termination is calculated using the current estimates of the terminal values as given in 
Table 4.6. Then, the projected physical position of the manipulable cue at maneuver 
termination is calculated at each estimation step without subsequent corrections. 
This projected position is compared to the physical position of the manipulable cue 
at maneuver termination with the corrections. Then the projected terminal error 
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Table 4.6: Trajectory Plan Updates 
stage 
number radians 
2: 
radians 
h  
radians 
1 3.38 -0.51 1.02 
2 2.07 -0.59 1.07 
3 0.93 -0.64 1.13 
Table 4.7: Physical Placement Precision 
At the end Distance-to-go Projected terminal error 
of stage at estimation without subsequent 
(number) (inches) corrections (inches) 
0 13.5 0.97 
1 8.9 0.33 
2 4.2 0.25 
between these two positions is calculated and is given in Table 4.7. The manipulable 
cue position at maneuver termination was actually one quarter of an inch from the 
target cue (physically). Table 4.7 indicates that midmaneuver corrections improve 
trajectory and placement. The precision achieved is due to excellent ability of the 
camera space manipulation method to use weighted current information combined 
with previous information to connect manipulable and nonmanipulable cues directly 
in the reference frame of each sensor. The unfolding of this maneuver in terms of the 
actual traces of manipulable cue in the field of view of both cameras is also shown in 
Figures 4.7 and 4.8. 
In this next experiment, another example of point placement is illustrated. The 
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Table 4.8: Base and Joint Coordinate Data (Actual 
System Inputs) 
stage number Os  
number of points radians radians radians 
0 4 0.00-1.40 -0.33 0.45 
0 4 1.40-2.80 -0.33 0.45-0.61 
0 8 2.80-5.60 0.33 0.61-0.92 
1 3 •5.60-6.65 -0.33 0.92-1.04 
2 3 6.65-7.70 -0.33 1.04-1.16 
3 3 7.70-8.85 -0.37 1.16-1.26 
camera space traces of the manipulable cue as well as the camera space positions of 
the nonmanipulable cue are shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 for cameras one and two, 
respectively. The sequence of wheel and arm movement for these traces (stage 0) is 
given in Table 4.8. At the end of stage 0, the camera parameters are estimated for both 
cameras, and the fits are also shown in the same figures. Then, the trajectory plans 
are updated at the beginning of stage 1, stage 2, and stage 3 and are given in Table 4.9. 
Note that the driving wheel angles are measured from the end-point of previous stage 
to projected maneuver termination in this table. The actual, commanded sequence 
of wheel and arm movement for each stage is also given in Table 4.8. Once again 
the differences between trajectory planned values and inputs to the system are due 
to resolution limits of the system. 
Next, the physical distance to termination is calculated using the current es­
timates of the terminal values as given in Table 4.9. Then the projected terminal 
errors without subsequent corrections are calculated in the same manner as the pre­
vious point-placement experiment. The results of these calculations are given in Table 
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Table 4.9: Trajectory Plan Updates 
stage 
number radians 
0*  
radians radians 
1 3.57 -0.32 1.28 
2 2.59 -0.34 1.31 
3 1.29 -0.36 1.25 
Table 4.10: Physical Placement Precision 
At the end Distance-to-go Projected terminal error 
of stage at estimation without subsequent 
(number) (inches) corrections (inches) 
1 12.8 0.34 
2 9.3 0.51 
3 5.0 0.25 
4.10. The actual traces of the manipulable cue approaching to the target cue position 
in the field of view of both cameras are also shown in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 for cameras 
one and two, respectively. At the end of stage 3, the manipulable cue was actually 
within one quarter of an inch of the target cue (physically). This last example is just 
another confirmation of the capability of the camera space manipulation method for 
placement precision. 
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CHAPTER 5. GENERAL RIGID-BODY POSITIONING AND 
WHEEL TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION 
The General Problems Associated with Rigid-body Positioning 
The task considered here is to bring a rigid-body in the grasp of the end-effector 
to a desired position with respect to a stationary rigid-body as shown in Figure 5.1. 
The differences that are associated with rigid-body placement task as compared to 
point placement task are discussed below. 
One of the differences is that several cues are located both on the manipulable 
and nonmanipulable bodies as shown in Figure 5.1 in the general case. However, the 
estimation generalizes from the simple point placement task without difficulty. The 
steps outlined in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.12) may be altered to accommodate more than 
one manipulable cue on the object being positioned. 
The next problem to be considered is the establishment of target camera space 
positions of the manipulable cues given the known camera space positions of the non­
manipulable cues and given the desired three dimensional, geometrical relationship 
in physical space between the two rigid bodies. An approach to this process for a 
holonomic system is outlined in [1] and may be applied to a nonholonomic system 
as well. A minimum of two cameras is still required. The estimation of the three-
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NONMANIPULABLE CUES; 1, 2, 3, 4 
MANIPULABLE CUES; 5, 6, 7, 8 
Figure 5.1: Rigid-body Positioning Task Specified Using Sequence of Admissible 
Image-plane Cue Configurations 
dimensional geometrical relationship in physical space between the manipulable and 
the nonmanipulable ior "object") rigid-bodies will be explained in the next section 
of this chapter. 
•Another difference between the point-placement vs the rigid-body-placement 
tasks is that the trajectory planning for rigid-body positioning involves both posi­
tion and orientation of the mobile base. In the last two sections of this chapter, 
an optimal trajectory plan for the mobile base is outlined which results in both a 
prescribed position and orientation of the base. Then the procedure for solving a 
two-point-boundary-value problem which is developed by the Pontryagin maximum 
principle 16] is explained. .And finally, examples of optimal trajectories are presented. 
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The Estimation of the Linear Transformation between the Manipulator 
Coordinate System and the Object Coordinate System 
As was discussed at the beginning of this chapter, it is necessary to find the 
desired three-dimensional geometrical relationship in physical space between the ma-
nipulable and the nonmanipulable rigid-bodies as one of the steps in the overall rigid-
body positioning process. This process is as follows: Let's assume that we have "m" 
cameras, i=l,2,...,m. Furthermore, there exist "n" cues on the object to be addressed 
(or avoided), j=l,2,...,n. Now not all these relevant object cues will be present (vis­
ible) in the two-dimensional reference frame of each of the monitoring cameras. We 
denote the camera space measurements of the visible cues by (Xj,Vj), representing 
camera "i" and cue "j". We also assume that camera parameter estimates exist for all 
"m" cameras (from alteration of Eq. (3.12)) for several cues and denote these by C\ 
i=l,2,...,m. Next, the position of the jth cue in its own body-fixed coordinate system 
is given by [X^,Yj^, Z^). This is presumably known in advance. These same cues 
have coordinates {X^^) with respect to the mobile robot's frame. The re­
lationship that exists between the manipulator "M" coordinate system and the object 
"0" coordinate system is as follows: 
x f  xp J J  
yM Y p  
; • = W6)] < J  
Z ^  J J  
1 1 
where [^(6)] is the homogeneous transformation matrix which involves both trans-
lational and rotational transformations and will be discussed in more detail later in 
this section, and where the vector b  = [6^, 62,63,64,6^, contains the six parame­
ters that describe these transformations and needs to be estimated. The strategy for 
estimating the vector b is to minimize "J" which is defined as: 
•'(« = E Z l i x ) -
[y j  - (5.2) 
where f-^ and /y are functions that map the physical space into the camera space 
as deilned by the camera estimation model of Eqs. (2.29) and (2.30) and repeated 
here as Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4): 
fx(xf^{b),Yf^{b),zf^iby,ch = (cf + cf - C7f - cf )%j^(6)+ 
2(c|ci + C{c i )Y f ^ (b )  +  2{C\C\  - c{c i ) z f ' ^ {b )  +  C'| (5.3) 
/y(%j*^(6),y^M(6),zjkr(6);Ç') = 2(c|ci - (^)+ 
(C|^ - - ci^)yy''^(6) + 2(c|ci + cjc^)zjkr(6) + (5.4) 
Before getting into the process of minimizing "J", we need to establish the ele­
ments of the homogeneous transformation matrix. In order to find a relation between 
the two coordinate systems, six parameters are required. Three of these parameters 
describe the position and the other three give the orientation of these coordinates 
relative to each other. In the latter case, Euler angles may be used to give the orien­
tation of the (%^, Z'^) coordinate system relative to the fixed (X^, ,Z^) 
coordinate system. A series of three successive rotations in going from the object co­
ordinate system to the manipulator coordinate system are needed. There are twelve 
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possible sets of Euler angles. One of the more conventional sets will be applied here. 
Let parameters 6]^,62,63 represent the three Euler angles, Then, the set of 
three rotational transformation matrices corresponding to the three Euler angles are 
as follows [15]: 
cos 4) sin 0 0 
— sin <f> cos </» 0 0 
0  0  1 0  
0 0 0 1 
[H{b i ) ]  =  
[mb2) ]  =  
1 0  0  0  
0 COS 9  sin ^ 0 
0 — sin ^ cos 6 0 
0 0 0 1 
[Hib^ ) ]  =  (5.7) 
cos il' sin 4' 0 0 
—  s i n  r l '  c o s  ^ 0 0  
0  0  1 0  
0 0 0 1 
Next, the vector which describes the relative position of the two coordinate systems 
may be written as follows: 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
^0 /M =  + ^5GyM + (5.8) 
where 6 4 , 6 5 , 6 5  are the three translational parameters, and ê ^jV/' 
unit vectors along the positive axes, respectively. The transformation 
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matrix corresponding to a translation by this vector is given by: 
[^"(64,65,65)] = 
1 0 0 64 
0 1 0 65 
0 0 1 66 
0 0 0 1 
(5.9) 
The homogeneous transformation matrix describing the rotational and the transla-
tional relationship between the two coordinate systems may be determined now from: 
Carrying the matrices multiplications through yields: 
06^063 — 562062563 56]^ 063 + c6]^ 062 563 562^63 64 
—cb^sb^ — 56^^062063 —561563 + 06^062063 562063 65 
1^(6)1 = 
56^562 
0 
where 
-06^562 
0 
562 = sin(6]^) = sin (f) 
06  2  =  cos (6 j )  =  cos<f>  
562 = sin(62) = sin^ 
062 = cos(62) = cos ^  
563 = sin(63) = sin^ 
063 = cos (63) = cos  4 '  
062 6g 
0 1 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
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Now that all the elements of the homogeneous transformation matrix are found, 
J(b )  of  Eq .  (5 .2 )  may  be  eva lua t ed .  The  neces sa ry  cond i t i on  fo r  m in imiza t ion  o f  J{b )  
is given by: 
^ = {0} (5.12) 
The procedure for solving the set of six equations produced by Eq. (5.14) is similar to 
the solution of Eqs. (3.26) which were solved to find the terminal base and holonomic 
coordinates of the mobile robot. The Newton method [14] for solving a system of 
nonlinear equations to determine b parameters may also be applied in this case. This 
is an iterative method with user supplied initial guesses for the b parameters. The 
iteration is as follows: 
kk+l = bf^ + dbj^ (5.13) 
where 6 = [bi,b2,b^,b^,b^,bQ]^ and where: 
db  =  - [ f ' ( b ) ] - ^ f {b )  (5.14) 
where f {b )  = and where the square matrix, [/'(&)], is called the Jacobian 
matrix of f {b )  at 6: 
I/IWI = [|(^)l (5.15) 
The expressions for components of the vector /(fe) and for elements of the matrix 
[ / ' ( 6 ) ]  a r e  i nvo lved  and  somewha t  l ong .  A  p rog ram in  FORTRAN fo r  e s t ima t ing  b  
parameters using this numerical iteration method is included in the Appendix B for 
use in the future experiments dealing with rigid-body positioning. 
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The Wheel Trajectory Optimization Plan 
Since both base position and orientation for the mobile robot are specified in 
terms of x*{0j^p, ), and for rigid-body positioning, a more compli­
cated maneuver is needed. Recalling from Chapter Three, x* ,  y* ,  and ( j )*  represent 
the desired position and in-plane orientation of the mobile base with respect to its 
position and base orientation at x*, y*, and (f>* may be obtained from the esti­
mates of b parameters as follows: For simplicity, let's assume that only one rotation 
about the Z axis has taken place (i.e., = (f> and ^2 ~ ^3 ~ 0)' Then the relationship 
between the manipulator coordinate system and the object coordinate system may 
be written in terms of the b parameters from Eqs. (5.1) and (5.11) as given below: 
= cos(bi)X^ 4- sin(6i)y<^ + 64 
= - sin(6i).Y^ -K cos(6i)y^ + 65 
= Z^ + bQ (5.16) 
If these equations are compared to the Eqs. (3.22) which describe the physical position 
of a single manipulable cue at 9^, then the desired position and in-plane orientation 
of the mobile base becomes: 
X* = 64 
y*  =  65  
(t>* = 61 (5.17) 
An optimal trajectory for ^g(^j) is suggested here as one solution to the wheel 
trajectory plan problem. The differential equations for Xp, Yp, and <f> of Eqs. (2.21) 
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for the tip point P of the fork lift model of Figure 2.2 may also be applied to x* ,  y* ,  
and (p* as repeated here in the form: 
= R[cos  Os  cos <^* + ( Y - 1) sin^5 sin<^*] = hx{4>* ,0s )  
dOd  b  
= i2[— cos ^5 sinç!»* + (- - 1) sin^5 cos 0*] = hy{(j>*,93) 
ddd  b  
= -—s in9s  =  h^{Os )  (5.18) 
It is desired to determine the optimal dsi^d) from Eqs. (5.18) by choosing the criterion 
for optimality to be the minimization of the quadratic index: 
= \ fJ^Kiehdfi + - «3)2 (5.19) 
where 9^^ is the unspecified terminal value of drive rotation. The optimal 9s(9d) is 
also subject to the constraint of Eqs. (5.18). Depending upon the relative values of 
Ki and K2 which are selected, minimization of J* will resolve the trade-off between 
a low number of drive wheel rotations, (0^^ - 9^), and a small "average" steering 
angle, 9s-
The Pontryagin maximum principle [16] is used to find the control 9s{9d), 9^ < 
9d < 9d^ as well as the terminal value of the drive wheel rotation, begin by 
defining the Hamiltonian, H, as: 
H = -Ki9^ + \xhx{4>* i9s) + ^ yhy{<j>*,9s) + \^h^[9s) (5.20) 
The necessary conditions for finding an optimal trajectory come from a forward in­
tegration of the three state equations, Eqs. (5.18), along with the following three 
costate equations: 
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d X y  d H  5 ^  =  - ^ = "  =  %  = 0  /i 
d f ^d  
JÛ -  Q , *  =--^xi^i-cos^asiiK?!»*+ (y - l)sin^3COS(p*]-
dP j (70 0 
At/i2[—cos^5 cos<^* — (^ — 1) sin^5 sin0*] = (5.21) 
The value of the steering angle, 9s, to be used in Eqs. (5.18) and (5.21) is determined 
so as to extremize H. When the constraint of "saturation limitations" on 9$ is removed, 
this implies; 
= 0 = Ki9s + \xR[— sin^j cos 0* + ( - - 1) cos 9s sin0*] + 
u f / s  0  
\ yR[s i i i 9 s  sin0* + (- — 1) cos cos 4>*]  cos 9s  (5.22) 
The expressions for the boundary conditions and the terminal value of 9^ can be 
simplified by using the fact that no generality will be lost if we redefine the new 9^^ 
to be the actual (former) 9^^ — and, consistent with this, let be zero. The 
initial conditions become: 
z*(0)= x] 
2 /* (0 )  =  y*  
<P*(0) = à] (5.23) 
The required final conditions which are determined using the camera space objectives 
and current camera-specific estimates C(9'^) as discussed earlier are given by: 
X* = ^ f  
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4>*{^dp-'^*f (5.24) 
And finally, itself is found from the requirement for unspecified terminal value of 
the independent variable [16]: 
) 
where the second component of the quadratic index, J*  of Eq. 
(5.19), noting that 9^ is taken to be zero. Solution of Eqs. (5.18) and (5.21-5.25) 
requires a numerical procedure which is explained in the next section. The two-
point- boundary- value problem is complicated by the fact that the terminal value of 
the independent variable, , is not specified a priori, but rather is calculated as a 
J  
part of the optimal trajectory. 
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The Two-point-boundary-value Problem and Wheel Trajectory 
Optimization Examples 
The approach to the solution of the two-point-boundary-value problem outlined 
in the last section is as follows: First, the state and the costate equations, Eqs. 
(5.18) and (5.21), respectively, are integrated forward until the requirement of Eq. 
(5.25) for the terminal value of is met. The initial conditions for this integration 
for the state equations are specified in advance and for the costate equations are 
guessed initially. The final desired conditions for the state equations are also specified; 
however, the final conditions for the costate equations are not known in advance. The 
boundary conditions for the state and the costate equations are redefined in the vector 
form for convenience: 
£(0) = 
— "  [ ' ^ Z y , A j / y , A ^ ^ ]  ( 5 . 2 6 )  
The expression for the steering angle, ^g(^^), in terms of state and costate values 
may be obtained from the condition of Eq. (5.22) by extremizing the Hamiltonian as 
obtained below: 
^j(^j) = Ai cos 9s{6j^) + A2 sin9s(9j^) (5.27) 
where 
^ ~ *^*1 
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A2 = cos4>* - Xysiii(j)'') (5.28) 
Eq. (5.27) is solved numerically for ^5 at each integration step. The requirement of 
Eq. (5.25) for may also be expanded as follows: 
-Ai^3 + Xxhx{<i>*i9s) + ^ yhy{(f>*,9s) + + ^ 2 ^ d j :  ~  ® (5.29) 
Expressions for h x ,  h y ,  and from Eqs. (5.18) may be substituted in Eq. (5.29), 
and then this equation may be solved for 
^df = - A2Coses{e^p - ^o'^iOd^)] (5.30) 
where and Ag are given in Eqs. (5.28). 
When Odj; i® found from this requirement in the forward integration process, 
states and costates will acquire some new values at this particular However, 
these final state values are not the same as the desired final state values which are 
specified a priori. Therefore, the error between them at this new B^j; is determined: 
Kf = - S.i9dp (5.31) 
We let this error be equal to the change in the final state values: 
A^(Oj ) = ^/ (5.32) 
The next step is to obtain the change in initial costate values from the changes in 
final state and costate values at this new . The process of finding changes of the 
initial costate values will be discussed later in this section. Then, these changes are 
added to the initial conditions which were used to integrate costate equations: 
Ct+i(0) = C&(0) + AGt(0) (5.33) 
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This is an iterative process which terminates when the error of Eq. (5.31) has reached 
some acceptable value. A relaxation method is used to approach the desired final state 
conditions. The desired final state conditions are set as follows; 
= ss.«df) + (5.34) 
where e is a factor ranging from zero to one. Then, the change in the final state 
values becomes: 
(5.35) 
The relaxation factor is set to a value of one-tenth initially and is increased by incre­
ments of one tenth until unity. 
In order to find changes in final state and costate values, we make use of the 
state transition matrix, 0)], as defined below: 
em ac(o) 
aao) dam 
(5.36) 
where 
= 
a0) = [i*(0),!/*(0),.^*(0)|^ 
a«^)=IMO),Aj,(0),A^(0)F 
and where 
[T(0,0)| = (/1 (5.37) 
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Noting that x*,y*,(p'^ and Ax,Ay,A^ are integrated state and costate equations of 
Eqs. (5.18) and (5.21), respectively. The derivative of the state transition matrix 
with respect to is defined as: 
r^%0) 
1-
<'«d\ 
(6.38) 
where [F{9^,dj^)] is given by: 
dh dh^ 
dh^ 
L mOd) dC{9^) J 
(5.39) 
where 
h  g  = [ h x , h y , h ^ \  
-C = 
are the state and the costate equations of Eqs. (5.18) and (5.21), respectively, evalu­
ated at The elements of this matrix are given in the Appendix A. 
The state transition equations (the elements of the state transition matrix) are 
also found by integrating forward Eq. (5.38) using the initial conditions of Eq. (5.37) 
simultaneous with the integration of the state and the costate equations until the 
requirement for the terminal value of is satisfied. Therefore, the state transitions 
will also acquire some values at this particular Now, the changes in final state 
and costate values may be evaluated with the help of the integrated state transition 
equations at 9j^^ as follows: 
^ S { 9 ^ p  =  
^ ôÇ(0) -]AÇ(0) + {- d9. 
/ / 
(5.40) 
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aaCj.F d a ( 6 i , )  
dnei/ s&i/ 
w h e r e  [ — — ]  a n d  [ — qq^q^—1 two of the elements of [T{6^^,0)], and where 
is given in the following equation. 
/ 
««<if se J 
where {p^cia \} and { \} are obtained from the requirement of Eq. (5.25) 
oo.(tfd^l (/L.lt'jy; 
for the terminal value of Ô j  , as: 
^dQÏë^)^ -
) 
{ { QQ^Q^ } are actually the state and the costate equations of Eqs. 
(5.18) and (5.21) at respectively. Therefore, 
s « d f  1 «a«iJ 
Substitution of these two equations in Eqs. (5.42) yields: 
1 a s ( s j )  d a « i )  
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If the expression for is substituted in Eqs. (5.40) and (5.41), and the two 
equations are solved for AC(0), the following equation will be obtained: 
AÇ(0) = [ G { 9 ^ p ] A S { 9 ^ p  (5.48) 
where 
r /  
] + t Q0 
l\ 
d C { 0 )  •}(  
/ 2^2 
){ HZ~ }' 
[!]-{ 
\ 
[/]-{• }( 
/ 
/ 2K2 
d C ( 0 )  
1 
- 1  
/ f 2K2 d f 
[!]-{ — \ { - — ) ^  — V  
d B d ,  ^^2A:2 ^ 
V / 
{• 
/ 
d9. f V / J  
(5. 9) 
Thus, an expression for AC(0) in terms of A5(^^^) (which is set equal to the error be­
tween the desired and integrated final state values), and the integrated state, costate, 
and state transition equations at is found. Now, the two-point-boundary-value 
problem may be solved numerically until all the requirements and the final boundary 
conditions are satisfied. 
A program in FORTRAN which is given in the Appendix B is written to solve this 
two-point-boundary-value problem. First, the effect of the ratio of coefficients, 
in the performance index of Eq. (5.19), on optimal trajectories is studied. In this first 
example, the initial and final positions of the tip point P and the orientation of the 
mobile robot in the motion plane of its base are specified a priori and are the same for 
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two trajectories with different ratios. The two-point-boundary-value problem is 
solved to find optimal trajectories for the tip point P of the fork lift model of Figure 
2.2 for each of the two ratios. Figure 5.2 shows the two optimal trajectories. 
The position of point P and orientation of the mobile base in the plane of motion 
of the wheels are also shown in this figure and are given in Table 5.1 for A'2 to 
ratio of one to one and in Table 5.2 for K2 to A'j ratio of one to ten thousand for 
three points along each path. These tables also include wheel trajectories for these 
points. The two optimal trajectories indicate small variations between their paths 
given large differences in ratios. The final angles of rotation of the driving wheel 
are separated only by one radian between the two trajectories. However, the steering 
angles of the driving wheel show more variations in comparison. In the first trajectory 
with A'2 to K\ ratio of one to one, the steernig angles show large changes, and the 
steering heading changes often too. However, in the second trajectory with A'2 to 
Ki ratio of one to ten thousand, the steering angles change in small values, and the 
steering heading is in one direction and very tight since, in this case, the coefficient of 
the steering angle, ATj^, is quite large, and a lot more emphasis is given to it. Despite 
the differences in the steering angles between the two, the paths are relatively close 
overall given the huge differences in ratios. ratios of greater than unity did 
not effect the trajectories much at all. This means that if a lot of emphasis is given to 
the driving wheel, the optimal trajectory will not change significantly. After trying 
and experimenting with different ratios, it is our conclusion that the optimal 
trajectory tends to be insensitive to alterations of this ratio. 
Another example of an optimal trajectory which is more demanding in terms 
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Figure 5.2: Optimal Base Trajectory for Two Different Ratios of Coefficients of the 
Performance Index 
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Table 5.1: In-plane Position, Orientation, and Wheel 
Trajectory Data 
point 
number radians 
Os 
radians 
Xp 
inches 
YP 
inches 
à 
radians 
1 0.0 0.5 5.0 5.0 3.14 
2 17.0 0.2 1.3 3.2 2.58 
3 34.0 1.1 0.0 0.0 1.57 
Table 5.2: In-plane Position, Orientation, and Wheel 
Trajectory Data 
point 
number radians 
Bs 
radians 
Xp 
inches inches 
4> 
radians 
1 0.0 0.1 5.0 5.0 3.14 
2 17.0 0.4 1.2 3.7 2.63 
3 35.0 0.5 0.0 0.0 1.57 
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Table 5.3: In-plane Position, Orientation, and Wheel 
Trajectory Data 
point O s  X p  y p  <t> 
number radians radians inches inches radians 
1 0.0 -1.2 5.0 10.0 0.0 
2 22.0 -0.4 4.2 6.3 2.07 
3 38.0 0.1 1.3 3.7 2.38 
4 56.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 1.57 
of boundary conditions is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The ratio of coefficients of the 
performance index, is taken to be one to one hundred. The position of tip point 
P and the orientation and wheel trajectories of the base are given in Table 5.3 for 
four points along the path. The boundary conditions are specified a priori. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION 
The method of camera space manipulation is well suited for application to end-
effector positioning of mobile robots since it does not rely on nominal kinematics of 
the system entirely, and makes use of newly acquired visual measurements. Thus 
it is capable of adjusting future wheel trajectories in response to wheel slippage, 
camera-image distortion, and/or failure to track previously planned trajectories. 
The objective of this research was to develop and prove experimentally the cam­
era space manipulation concept for exploiting the potential of computer vision with 
the goal of achieving versatile, highly precise, robust, and autonomous mobile manip­
ulation control. We were able to accomplish this goal up to a certain level for simple 
tasks with the available equipment. 
The camera space manipulation method removes the fundamental restrictions 
which practically prohibit the use of vision in many autonomous and/or remote ap­
plications since it allows for the positional independence of the mobile base relative 
to the monitoring cameras as well as independence among cameras. Cameras may 
also be repositioned or zoomed to bring about an advantageous perspective and/or 
improve precision while the maneuver ensues based upon estimates from other cam­
eras and/or previous estimates from the readjusted cameras. If the resolution of 
the system is made less coarse, the placement precision will improve as well. All 
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parameter estimates are camera specific. They do not involve a description of the 
physical relationship among the system components, but rather directly describe the 
relationship between the vector of mobile manipulator coordinates and the location 
of the manipulable cues in a given camera space. Thus, the camera space manipu­
lation method is tolerant of ignorance of current system characteristics and external 
disturbances. Moreover, the camera views are never compared directly, nor are the 
images reconciled, except in the sense that the required base and holonomic coordi­
nate sequence are resolved to a least-squared minimization of terminal camera space 
errors based on image-plane maneuver objectives combined with corresponding cam­
era specific parameter estimates. Therefore, the camera space manipulation method 
is more versatile, more accurate, and more robust than any other known approach. 
This method is also developed to obtain independent and self-contained mobile 
manipulation control. The envisioned mode of application for camera space manip­
ulation calls for parallel and simultaneous acquisition of data, parameter estimation, 
trajectory planning, and execution of a given task. Some of the details to this ap­
proach are as follows: First of all, the base and holonomic coordinate data of the 
mobile manipulator and the camera space measurements of the manipulable cue in 
the field of view of two or more monitoring cameras will be acquired by the sensors, 
and will be fed to the computer directly while the mobile robot is advancing. At the 
same time, the cameras' parameters are estimated and updated. The parameter esti­
mates along with the camera space measurements of the nonmanipulable cue are used 
to determine a trajectory plan. Then, the terminal base and holonomic coordinates 
are sent back to the robot to be directed toward the target. When new data become 
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available, this process is repeated to make corrections in the maneuver. The maneuver 
may be adjusted several times to ensure placement precision as the robot approaches 
the target. This is an ongoing and closed process among the mobile robot, the target, 
the vision system, and the control hardware. Thus, the camera space manipulation 
method may be applied to achieve autonomous mobile manipulation control. 
The method of camera space manipulation was successfully demonstrated for 
point placement tasks with very simple trajectories. The theory for using this method 
to achieve rigid-body placement with several on-board axes of rotation and with re­
gard to trajectory optimization was also explained at the end. Therefore, the next 
logical step in the future is to apply experimentally the method of camera space 
manipulation to rigid-body placement. As mentioned before, this method has been 
successfully applied for the purpose of rigid-body placement with a fixed-base three 
axis manipulator in [l]. One important practical matter, in the case of a mobile ma­
nipulator, is to have a mobile base that can perform complicated maneuvers required 
by the trajectory optimization routine for instance. These maneuvers usually demand 
changing of the steering direction continuously with the driving wheel. Improvements 
in the resolution of steering and driving angles of the mobile base are also desired. 
These improvements are mainly needed to drive the base with more precision toward 
the target. However, the camera space manipulation method does allow for base tra­
jectory errors and does update the maneuver continuously. This method may be used 
in a wide range of applications: in remote areas such as in space, in hazardous envi­
ronments such as in nuclear power plants and firefighting, and/or in transportation 
such as industrial robots and mining. 
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APPENDIX A. THE ELEMENTS OF STATE TRANSITION MATRIX 
The derivative of the state transition matrix with respect to 9g is given in Eq. 
(5.38) and is repeated below: 
where [F{9j^,9j^)] and [T(^^,0)] are given in Eqs. (.5.39) and (5.36), respectively. 
The elements of the [F{9j^,6j^)] need to be evaluated first so that the state transition 
matrix may be integrated. The elements of the [F{9^,9j^)] are given by: 
rp _ d h x  _  d h x  d h x  d 9 s  
dx* dx* dOs dx* 
^12 = 
dhx dhx dhx dd.  
dy* 
~w 
+ dy* 
CO
 11
 dhx dhx dhx 
CO
 11
 
+ 
II dhx dhx + 
dhx dO,, II 
d X x  d X x  dOs d X x  
^15 = 
dhx dhx 
+ 
dhx de.. 
d X y  d X y  agg d X y  
^16 = 
dhx dhx dhx d S f ,  
+ 
d9s 9 X ( f ,  
p dhy dhy dhy d6$ 
21 " ^ d9s dx* 
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^22 = 
dhy 
ay* 
dhy 
ay* 
aky 
agj 
agg 
ay* 
^23 = 
dhy 
dr  
dhy 
= ai' 
dhy 
aga 
agg 
a.^ * 
^24 = ^^y 
d X x  
dhy 
d X x  
dhy 
ags 
des 
d X x  
^25 = 
dhy 
d X y  
_ 
d X y  
dhy 
des  
des  
d X y  
^26 = 
dhy dhy dhy 
dOs 
agg 
 ^ ^^ci> d9s 
dx* dx* dOs dx* 
_ d h ^  _  d h ^  d h ^  d 0 ^  
32 gy* 
_ dh^ dh^ des 
^  ^  dh^ des 
d X x  d \ x  d O s  d X x  
F =^1± = ^4. 
d\y  dXy dOs dXy 
_ ^ ^ ( f >  _  ^ ^ < f >  d e s  
36 8A^ d\^  + dh d\^  
F41 = 
^42 = 
^ ^ X x  _  ^ h x  I  d 9 s  
dx* dOs dx* 
^43 = 
dx* 
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dh\ 
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agj ay* 
d(l>* 
i® — 
dy'* 
+ des d<f>* 
^44 = 
d h y  
d X ^  
)x _ ^/^Az , ^^Az ^^6 
+ 
d X x  d e s  d X x  
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%5 = + 
^46 = 
d X y  9 6 $  d X y  
akA, 
aA + ^ aA^ 9^3 aA^ 
^51 = 
a/kA y - 9^A y 
dx* dx* + 
d h r  
h2 = 
^53 = 
^54 = 
^55 = 
ay* 
a;:A 
\y_ _ 
dh^ 
y -
y 
d\x 
OhA, 
0%/* 
sr 
3% 
d\x 
d h x  
+ 
+ 
+ 
d9s 
dOs dx* 
dOs dy* 
a^Ay agg 
agg 
dôs 
d o 3  d X x  
d h y  
dx y 
^56 = 
S k X y  
d X y  
O^A, 
y _ ''"•Xy d9s 
d9s dXy 
o^Ay ae. 
aA 
+ ( f )  ^ ^ ( j )  d x ^  
^61 = 
^62 = 
% 
dx* d9s dx* ar* 
dhy^ 
^63 = 
ay* 
d h x  
+ 
<6 
ay* agg a%/* 
<t> 
d<t>* a<^* 
+ 
d9s d(i>* 
^64 = 
^65 = 
d h x  4> 
d X x  
d h x  
S\ gg 
é. -
d X x  d 9 g  d X x  
4> ^''A^ SB, 
+ 
d X y  9 X y  d B s  d X y  
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g,, 
66 SA^ 
where the partial derivatives of Osi^d) respect to *, y*, (f>*^ Xx, Xy, and are 
evaluated from Eq. (5.27) as follows: 
dx* 
des 
= 0 
= G 
E; = ' 2^)l( 1 - j) sia«• cos 9s + cos 0* sin 
d9s R . a , *  ,  .  / *  
=  ( o & -  4  ) [ ( !  —  ^)cos(^ cos 9s — sin <f> sin 
R 
= ( zr?;—r" ) cos gg 
d X y  2 A ' 2 i 4 3  b  
dOs ,  
d X ^  2 b K 2 A ^  
where Ai and .42 are given in Eqs. (5.28) and are repeated below: 
A 2  =  - X y s m 4 ) * )  
and where 
also where 
.4g = Al sin ^ 5 — ^2 cos + 1 
= (;r^)(T - cos</)* + Ay sin(/»*) 
d(t>* '2K2 b 
dA2 R 
d<i)* ~^2K2 ( f, ^ )( ~ X x  sin (/)* — X y  cos 0* ) 
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Next the partial derivatives of the state and the costate equations of Eqs. (5.18) and 
(5.21) with respect to the steering angle, Og, are obtained: 
= i2[— sincos (f>* + {- — 1) cos#3 sin<^*] 
u"s 0 
= A [sin sin</>* + (^ - 1) co&ds cos ©*] 
U U ^  0  
R 
dOs 
dhx 
de. 
^ = 0 
^ = 0 
— = —i2Aj:[sin ^5 sin (^* + ( Y - 1) cos ^ 5 cos <;6*] 
u(7s 0 
— R X y [sin 9 s  cos 4 > *  —  {  -  —  1 )  cos ^5 sin (/>*] 
The partial derivatives of the state and the costate equations of Eqs. (5.18) and (5.21) 
with respect to a:*, y*, (f>*, Ax, Xy, and are also evaluated as follows: 
dhx 
dx* 
dhx 
dy* 
= 0 
= 0 
^  =  R [ —  cos ^5 sin (/>* + (^ — 1) sin^j cos (f)*] 
= 0 
= 0 
d<f>* ' * ^ ' 'b 
dhx 
d\x 
dhx 
d X y  
S j -
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%-
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dh 
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36^ 
—  =  - R [ - c o s  9 s  siiKp* + ( Y - l)sin05 cos^*] 
u A j j  0  
—  =  — R [ —  COS ^5 cos (?i* — ( - — 1) sin ^5 sin 0*] 
d X y  
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Camera Parameters Estimation Program 
IMPLICIT REAL*a fA-C.F.O-Z) 
INTEGER*^ I.J.K.JD.JD2.N.NR.ND.NH.MUD.NC.NO.NSP. NDE 
DIMENSION Yf42) .DY(42) .Yl(42) ,RK0f42) .RK1(42) .P.K.2f42) .YLASTt'42) 
DIMENSION ZXf1011,ZY(101).RX(lOl).RY(lOl).AXClOl.6).AYdOl.S) 
DIMENSION ATf6.202).R(202).ATW(6.202).ATWI(6.202).WC202.202) 
DIMENSION ATWAI f 6.6) .C(S) .DCf 6) .WD(lOl) .Ai'202.6) .ATWA(6.b) 
DIMENSION SA(lOl).TH(lOl) 
VIRTUAL DATA(512.44) 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C PROGRAM INPUTS: NUMBER OF MEASUREMENTS C 
C CAMERA SPACE MEASUREMENTS C 
C BASE AND JOINT COORDINATE DATA C 
C DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF THE WEIGHTING MATRIX C 
C INITIAL GUESSES FOR CAMERA PARAMETERS C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
TYPE INPUT NUMBER OF MEASUREMENT DATA: ' 
ACCEPT*.ND 
TYPE INPUT FILE NUMBER TO READ MEASUREMENT DATA: ' 
ACCEPT*.NR 
DO 10 1=1,ND 
READCNR,*) ZX(I).ZY(I) 
10 CONTINUE 
TYPE *,'INPUT FILE NUMBER TO READ STEERING AND ARM ANGLES: ' 
ACCEPT*.NSR 
DO 123 1=1.ND 
READ(NSR.*) SA(I).TH(I) 
123 CONTINUE 
rrPE *.'INPUT STARTING.FINAL. AND STEP SIZE VALUES FOR T: ' 
ACCEPT *.TS.TF,DT 
TYPE *.'INPUT FC AND PW IN WD(I)=(I*FC)**PW ' 
ACCEPT*.FC.PW 
TYPE *.'INPUT INITIAL UNCERTAINTY OF VIEW PARAMETERS AT THIS TIME: ' 
ACCEPT*.C(l),C(2).C(3).C(4).C(S).C(S) 
TYPE *.'INPUT FILENAME TO STORE PARAMETERS ESTIMATES: ' 
ACCEPT*.NO 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c C 
C TOLERANCE FOR ITERATION METHOD C 
C PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM C 
C WEIGHTING MATRIX C 
C INITIAL CONDITONS FOR INTEGRATION OF DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
N=42 
TOL=.001 
PX=15.75 
PL=10.8 
33 JD=2 
NC=1 
NWD=INT(TF/DT) 
PRINT *.NWD 
NW=2*NWD 
DO 13 I-l.NWD 
108 
WDCIj=c:*FC)**PW 
13 CONTINUE 
00 15 I=1.NW0 
DO 14 J=1.NW 
WC2-V1-1 ..;'j=0. 
W(2*t,J;=0. 
IF(2*1-1.EO.J) W(2*I-1,J)=WD(I) 
IF(2*I .EO.J) W(2*I .J)=WD(n 
14 CONTINUE 
15 CONTINUE 
DO 17 1=1.6 
Y(I)=C(I) 
17 CONTINUE 
DO 23 1=7.N 
Y(I)=0. 
23 CONTINUE 
DO 24 1=1.6 
Y(I*7)=1. 
24 CONTINUE 
DO 38 1=1.N 
OATA(l,r)=Y(I) 
98 CONTINUE 
DATA(1.43)=TF 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c c 
c FOURTH ORDER RUNGA-KUTTA FOR INTEGRATING DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
DO 1 T=TF.TS+DT+DT.-DT 
T1=T-DT/2.0D0 
T2=T-DT 
U=SA(ND+2-JD) 
CALL EOSIM(N.T.Y.DY,U) 
DO 2 1=1.N 
RKO(I)=DYfI)*DT 
Yl(I)=Y(n-RK0(I)/2.0D0 
2 CONTINUE 
CALL EOSIM(N.Tl.Yl.DY.U) 
DO 3 1=1.N 
RK1(I)=DY(I)*DT 
Y1(I)=Y(I)-RK1(I)/2.0D0 
3 CONTINUE 
CALL EQSIM(N,T1.Y1.DY.U) 
DO 4 1=1.N 
RK2(I)=DY(I)*0T 
Y1(I)=Y(I)-RK2(I) 
4 CONTINUE 
CALL EQSIM(N.T2,Y1.DY.U) 
DO 5 1=1,N 
DY(I)=DY(I)*DT 
5 CONTINUE 
DO 6 1=1.N 
Y<I)=Y(n-(RKO(I)+0Y(I)+2.0D0*< RKl(I)+RK2(I)))/6.0D0 
6 CONTINUE 
CALL EQSIM(N.T.YLAST.DY.U) 
DO 987 I=N+1.42 
Y(I)=YLAST(I) 
987 CONTINUE 
DO 7 1=1.N 
DATA(JD,I)=Y(I) 
7 CONTINUE 
DATACJD.43)=T-DT 
JD=JD+1 
IF(JD.GT.ND) GO TO 233 
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1 CONTINUE 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
233 RJ=0. 
DO 9 I-l.JO-1 
01=0ATA(JD-I.1) 
D2»0ATA(JD-I,2) 
D3=DATA(JD-I,3) 
04=DATA(J0-I.4) 
DS=DATA(JD-I.5) 
D6=DATA(JD-I.6) 
PY=PL*SIN(TH(I)) 
PZ=PL*COS(TH(1))-13.1S 
PRINT *,I.DATA(JD-I.43).TH(I) 
FX=PX*( Dl**2+D2**2-D3**2-D4**2)+2 .*PY*( D2*D3+D1*D4) 
&+2.*PZ*(D2*D4-D1*D3)+D5 
FY«2.*PX*(02*03-01*D4)+PY*<D1**2-D2**2+03**2-D4*^(2) 
S+2.*PZ*(D3*D4+01*D2)+D6 
RX(I)=ZX(I)-FX 
RY(I)=ZY(I)-FY 
RJ»RJ+RX(I)**2+RY(I)**2 
FX1=2.*(PX*DATA(JD-I.1)+PY*DATA(JD-I,4)-PZ*DATA(JD-I,3)) 
FX2=2.*(PX*DATA(JD-I,2)+PY*DATA(JD-I,3)+PZ*DATA(JD-I,4)) 
FX3»2.*(-PX*0ATA(JD-I,3)+PY*DATA(JD-1,2)-PZ*DATA(JD-I.1)) 
FX4-2.*(-PX*DATA(JD-I.4)+PY*DATA(JD-I.1)+PZ*DATA<JD-I,2)) 
FX5-1. 
FX6-0. 
FY1»2.*(-PX*DATA(JD-I,4)+PY*DATA(JD-I,1)+PZ*0ATA<JD-I,2)) 
FY2-2.*(PX*DATA(JD-I,3)-PY*DATA(JD-I.2)+PZ*DATA(JD-I,1)) 
FY3«2.*(PX*DATA(JD-I,2)+PY*DATA(JD-I.3)+PZ*DATA(JD-I.4)) 
FY4=2.*(-PX*DATA(JD-I.1)-PY*DATA(JD-I.4)+PZ*DATA(JD-I.3)) 
FY5=0. 
FY6=1. 
DO 8 J»1.6 
AX(I,J)=FX1*DATA(JD-I,6+J)+FX2*0ATA(JD-I.12+J)+FX3*DATA(JD-I.18+J) 
&+FX4*DATA(JD-I,24+J)+FX5*DATA(JD-I.30+J)+FX6*DATA(JD-I.36+J) 
AY(I.J)=FY1*DATA(JD-I,6+J)+FY2*DATA(JD-I.12+J)+FY3*0ATA(JD-I,18+J) 
&+FY4*DATA(JD-I,24+J)+FYS*0ATA(JD-I.30+J)+FY6*DATA(JD-I.36+J) 
8 CONTINUE 
9 CONTINUE 
PRINT *.RJ 
DO 12 I-1,JD-1 
DO 11 J-l.g 
A(2*I-1,J)=AX(I.J) 
A(2*I.J)=AY(I,J) 
AT(J.2*I-1)=AX(I,J) 
AT(J,2*I)»AY(I,J) 
11 CONTINUE 
R(2*I-1)=RX(I) 
R(2*I)=RY(I) 
12 CONTINUE 
JD2»2*(JD-1) 
DO 25 I=1.JD2 
DO 20 J=l,6 
ATW(J,I)"0. 
ATWI(J.I)»0. 
20 CONTINUE 
25 CONTINUE 
DO 40 K-1.6 
DO 35 J-1.JD2 
DO 30 I"1.JD2 
C 
C 
C 
CAMERA PARAMETERS ESTirv»TION ROUTINE OF EQUATIONS (3.2-3.15) 
C 
C 
C 
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ATW(K.J)=ATW(K.J)+AT(K,I)*W(I,J) 
30 CONTINUE 
35 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 1=1.6 
DO 43 J=1,S 
ATWAd .J)=0. 
45 CONTINUE 
50 CONTINUE 
DO 65 K=1.6 
DO 60 J=l,6 
DO 55 I=1.JD2 
ATWA(K.J)=ATWA(K,J)+ATW(K.I)*A(I.J) 
55 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
65 CONTINUE 
CALL MATI(ATWA.ATWAI) 
DO 80 K>1.6 
DO 75 J=1.JD2 
DO 70 1=1.6 
ATWI C K, J) =ATWI (K, J)+ATWAI ( K. n*ATW( I , J) 
70 CONTINUE 
75 CONTINUE 
DC(K)-0. 
80 CONTINUE 
DO 90 K=1.6 
DO 85 I-1.JD2 
DC(K)=DC(K)+ATWI(K,I)*R(I) 
85 CONTINUE 
C(K)-C(K)+DC(K) 
90 CONTINUE 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C C 
C TOLERANCE CHECK AND ITERATION C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
NC=NC+1 
DCT=ABS(DC(1))+ABS(DC(2))+ABS(DC(3))+ABS(DC(4))+ABS(DC(5))+ABS(DC(6)) 
IF(DCT.GT.TOL) GO TO 33 
TYPE 92,C(1).C(2),C(3).C(4),C(5),C(6) 
92 F0RmT(6(lX.F9.3)) 
DO 95 1*1.6 
WRITECNO,*) C(I) 
95 CONTINUE 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c c 
c  END OF THE WIN PROGRAM C 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
SUBROUTINE EOSIM(N,T.Y,DY.U) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-C.F,0-Z) 
INTEGER*2 N 
STOP 
END 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CAMERA PARAMTERS DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
AND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
C 
C 
C 
C 
I l l  
DIMENSION Y(42).DY(42),C(6,6) 
N-42 
R=2.467 
8=6.6875 
F1=(-R*SIN(U))/B 
F3=-R*SIN(U) 
F2=R*C0S(U) 
DO 20 1=1,g 
DO 10 J=l,6 
C(I .J)=0. 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
C(1.4)=-Fl/2.  
C(2.3)—Fl/2.  
C(3,2)=Fl/2.  
C(4.1)»Fl/2.  
C(5,1)»2.*<Y(1)*F2+Y(4)*F3) 
C(5,2)=2.*(Y(2)*F2+Y(3)*F3) 
C(5,3)=2.*(-Y(3)*F2+Y(2)*F3) 
C(5.4)=2.*(-Y(4)*F2+Y(1)*F3) 
C(6,1)=2.*<-Y(4)*F2+Y(1)*F3) 
C(6,2)=2.*(Y(3)*F2-Y(2)*F3) 
C(6.3)=2.*(Y(2)*F2+Y(3)*F3) 
C(6,4)=2.*(-Y(1)*F2-Y(4)*F3) 
DY(l)m(-Fl/2.)*Y(4) 
DY(2)=(-F1/2.)*Y(3) 
DY(3)=(F1/2.)*Y(2) 
DY(4)-(F1/2.)*Y(1) 
DY(5)m(Y(l)-W,2+Y(2)**2-Y(3)**2-Y(4)**2)*F2+2.*(Y(2)*Y(3)+Y(l)*Y(4))*F3 
DY(6)=2.*(Y(2)*Y(3)-Y(1)*Y(4))*F2+(Y(1)**2-Y(2)**2+Y(3)**2-Y(4)**2)*F3 
DO 30 1-1,6 
DY(6+n-C(l , l )*Y(S+n +C(l ,2)*Y(12+n +C(l ,3)*Y(18+n +C(l ,4)*Y(24+n 
&+C(l,S)*Y<30+I)+C(l ,S)*Y(36+I)  
0Y<12+I)»C(2,l)*Y(6+I)+C<2.2)*Y(12+n+C(2,3)*Y<18+n+C(2,4)*Y(24+n 
&+C(2,5)*Y(30+I)+C(2.6)*Y(36+I)  
DYC18+I)=C(3,1)*Y(6+I)+C(3,2)*Y(12+I)+C(3,3)*Y(18+I)+C(3,4)*Y(24+I)  
&+C(3,5)*Y(30+I)+C(3.6)*Y(36+I)  
DY(24+I)»C(4,1)*Y(6+I)+C(4,2)*Y(12+I)+C(4.3)*Y(18+I)+C(4,4)*Y(24+I)  
&+C(4,5)*Y(30+I)+C(4,6)*Y(36+I)  
DY(30+I)=C(5,1)*Y(6+I)+C(5,2)*Y(12+I)+C(5.3)*Y(18+I)+C(5,4)*Y(24+I)  
&+C(5,5)*Y(30+I)+C(5,6)*Y(36+I)  
DY(36+I)=C(6,1)*Y(6+I)+C(6,2)*Y(12+I)+C(6,3)*Y(18+I)+C(6,4)*Y(24+I)  
S+C(6.5)*Y(30+I)+C(6,6)*Y(36+I)  
30 CONTINUE 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE rV^TI(ATWA,ATWAI) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-D) 
INTEGER*2 I .J 
DIMENSION ATWA(6,6),ATWAI(6,6),A(g,6),8(6,6),C(6.6),D(6,6) ,AA(6) 
DO 10 1-1,6 
DO 5 J-1,6 
A(I ,J)=ATWA(I,J) 
ATWAKI ,J)-0.  
C(I ,J)-0.  
IF(I .EQ.J) C(I ,J)-1.  
5 CONTINUE 
10 CONTINUE 
00 20 1-1,6 
RETURN 
END 
C 
C 
C 
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DO 13 J=1,6 
8( I ,J)=A(I .J)  
Di ' I .J)=C(I ,J)  
15 CCfJTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
IF(A8S(A(1.1)) .GT.ABS(A(2.1)) .AND.ABSCAd,1)) .GT.ABS(A(3,1)))  THEN 
IF(ABS(A(1.1)) .GT.ABS(A(4.1)) .AND.ABS(A(1.1)) .GT.ABS(A(5.1)))  THEN 
IF(ABS(A(1.1)) .GT.ABS(A(6,1)))  GO TO 47 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
IF(ABS(A(2.1)) .GT.ABS(A(3,1)) .AND.ABS(A(2.1)) .GT.ABS(A(4.1)))  THEN 
IF(ABS(A<2.1)) .GT.ABS(A(5.1)) .AND.ABS(A(2.1)) .GT.A8S(A(6.1)))  GO TO 42 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
IF(ABS(A(3,1)) .GT.ABS(A(4.1)) .AND.ABS(A(3,1)) .GT.ABS(A(5,1)))  THEN 
IF<ABS(A(3,1)) .QT.ABS<A(6,1)))  GO TO 37 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
IF(ABS(A(4.1)) .GT.ABS(A(5,1)) .AND.ABS(A(4.1)) .GT.ABS(A(6,1)))  GO TO 32 
IF(ABS(A(5,1)) .GT.ABS(A(6,1)))  GO TO 27 
DO 25 J=l,g 
B(1.J)=A(6.J) 
B(6,J)=A(1,J) 
0(1,J)=C(G.J) 
D(6,J)»C<1,J) 
25 CONTINUE 
GO TO 47 
27 DO 30 J=l,6 
B(1,J)=A(5,J) 
B(5.J)»A(1.J) 
D(1.J)»C(5.J) 
D(5.J)=C(1.J) 
30 CONTINUE 
GO TO 47 
32 DO 35 J-1,6 
B(1.J)=A(4.J) 
B(4.J)=A(1.J) 
D(1,J)=C(4,J) 
D(4,J)=C(l ,J)  
35 CONTINUE 
GO TO 47 
37 DO 40 J»1.6 
B(1,J)«A(3,J) 
8(3,J)=A(1.J) 
D(1,J)»C(3,J) 
D(3.J)=C(1.J) 
40 CONTINUE 
GO TO 47 
42 DO 45 J-1.6 
B(1,J)-A(2.J) 
B(2,J)"A(1.J) 
D(1.J)"C(2,J) 
D(2.J)-C(1,J) 
45 CONTINUE 
47 DO 55 1-1,6 
DO 50 J>1,6 
A(I ,J)»B(I ,J)  
C(I ,J)-D(I .J)  
50 CONTINUE 
55 CONTINUE 
DO 60 1=1,6 
AA(I)=A(I .1)  
60 CONTINUE 
00 75 1-2,6 
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C(1.J)=C(1,J)-(AA(1)/AA(2))*C(2.J) 
135 CONTINUE 
DO 145 1=1,6 
DO 140 J=1.6 
B(I .J)=A(I .J)  
D(I .J)=C(I .J)  
140 CONTINUE 
145 CONTINUE 
IF(ABS(A(3,3)) .GT.A8S(A(4,3)) .AND.ABS(A(3,3)) .GT.ABS(A(3.3)))  THEN 
IF(ABS(A(3.3)) .GT.A8S(A(6,3)))  GO TO 162 
ELSE 
ENDIF 
IF(ABS(A(4.3)) .GT.ABS(A(3,3)) .AND.A8S(A<4.3)) .GT.ABS<A(6,3)))  
&G0 TO 157 
IF(A8S(A(5.3)) .GT.ABS(A(6,3)))  GO TO 152 
DO ISO J>1,6 
B(3,J)=A(6.J) 
8(6,J)=A(3,J) 
D(3.J)=C(6,J) 
D(6.J)=C(3,J) 
ISO CONTINUE 
GO TO 162 
152 DO 155 J-1.6 
8(3,J)=A(5.J) 
8(5,J)*A(3.J) 
D(3,J)"C(5.J) 
D(5,J)-C(3.J) 
155 CONTINUE 
GO TO 162 
157 DO 160 J-1,6 
B(3,J)=A(4,J) 
B(4.J)=A(3,J) 
D(3,J)»C(4.J) 
D(4,J)=C(3,J) 
160 CONTINUE 
162 DO 170 1=1,6 
DO 165 J=1,6 
A ( I , J )  
C(I ,J)=D(I ,J)  
165 CONTINUE 
170 CONTINUE 
DO 17S 1=1,6 
AA(I)=A(I ,3)  
175 CONTINUE 
DO 185 1-4,6 
DO 180 J>1,6 
A(I ,  J)=A(I ,J)-(AA(I) /AA(3))*A(3,J) 
C(I .J)=C(I ,J)-(AA(I) /AA(3))*C(3,J) 
180 CONTINUE 
185 CONTINUE 
DO 195 1*1,2 
DO 190 J>1,6 
A(I ,J)«A<I,J)-(AA<I) /AA(3)>*A(3,J) 
C(I ,J)=C(I ,J)-(AA(I) /AA(3))*C(3.J) 
190 CONTINUE 
195 CONTINUE 
DO 205 1=1,6 
DO 200 J=1.6 
8(1,J)=A(I .J)  
D(I ,J)»C(I ,J)  
200 CONTINUE 
205 CONTINUE 
IF(ABS(A(4,4)) .QT.ABS(A(5,4)) .AND.A8S(A(4,4)) .GT.ABS(A(6,4)))  
&G0 TO 217 
IF(ABS(A(5,4)) .GT.ABS(A(6,4)))  GO TO 212 
DO 210 J-1.6 
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AA(I)=A(I ,6)  
300 CONTINUE 
DO 310 I - l .S 
00 305 J»1.6 
A ( I , J ) = A ( I I ) / A A ( 6 ) ) * A ( 6 . J )  
C ( I . J ) = C ( I . I ) / A A ( 6 ) ) * C ( g , J )  
305 CONTINUE 
310 CONTINUE 
DO 315 1=1.6 
AA(I)=A(I .1)  
315 CONTINUE 
DO 325 1=1.6 
DO 320 J=1.6 
A(I ,J)=A(I .J) /AA(I)  
C(I .J)=C(I .J) /AA(I)  
320 CONTINUE 
325 CONTINUE 
00 335 1=1.6 
DO 330 J=1.6 
ATWAI(I .J)=C(I .J)  
330 CONTINUE 
335 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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Terminai Coordinates for Point Placement Program 
IMPLICIT REAL*4 (A-H,0-Z) 
INTEGER*: I .J,K,N.NC,NR,NI 
DIMENSION C(6,2),XC(2),YC(2).A(3.4).0(3).TO).DJDT(3).D2JDT2(3,3) 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
C C 
C PROGRAM INPUTS: NUMBER OF COORDINATES PND CAMERAS C 
C CAMERA PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR EACH CAMERA C 
C CAMERA SPACE DATA OF THE TARGET CUE FOR EACH CAMERA C 
C INITIAL GUESSES FOR TERMINAL COORDINATES C 
C TOLERANCE AND NUMBER OF ITERATIONS FOR NEWTON METHOD C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
N=3 
NC=2 
00 20 1=1.NC 
TYPE * . ' INPUT FILENUMBER TO READ ESTIMATES OF UNCERTAINTY OF' 
TYPE * , 'VIEW PARAMETERS FOR CAMERA NUMBER ' , I  
ACCEPT*.NR 
DO 10 J-1,6 
READ(NR,*)  C(J, I )  
10 CONTINUE 
TYPE * . ' INPUT CAMERA SPACE COORDINATES OF NONMANIPUABLE CUE' 
TYPE * , 'FOR CAMERA NUMBER ' . I  
ACCEPT*.XC(I) ,YC(I)  
20 CONTINUE 
TYPE * . ' INPUT INITIAL GUESSES OF THE ABM ANGULAR POSITION. THE' 
TYPE *. 'STEERING WQLE. AND THE DRIVING WHEEL ROTATION: '  
ACCEPT*.T(l) .T(2).T(3) 
TYPE *."INPUT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS AND ERROR TOLERANCE FOR THE' 
TYPE *, 'NEWTON METHOD: '  
ACCEPT*.NI.TOL.DMAX 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C c 
C THE NEWTON ITERATION METHOD FOR FINDING TERMINAL COORDINATES C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
DO 60 K=1.NI 
CALL PDER(C.XC,YC,T.SJ.A) 
DO 40 1=1.N 
0JDT(I)=-A(I .4)  
DO 30 J=1.N 
D2JDT2(I  .J)=A(I ,J)  
30 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
CALL MAT(A.D) 
IF(K.EQ.l)  PRINT * .  SJ 
DO 50 I - l .N 
IF<ABS(D(I)) .GT.DMAX) D(I)=SIGN(D(I) .D(I))*OMAX 
T(I)=T(I)+D(I)  
50 CONTINUE 
IF(ABS(DJDT(1)) .LT.T0L.AND.ABS(DJDT(2)) .LT.TOL) THEN 
IF(ABS(DJDT(3)) .LT.TOL) GO TO 70 
ENDIF 
60 CONTINUE 
PRirfT * , 'NEWTON METHOD DID NOT COWJERQE.'  
l i s  
70 PRINT * .  SJ 
DO 80 1=1.N 
PRINT * , I .T(I) .DJDT(I)  
DO 75 J=>1 .N 
75 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C END OF THE MAIN PROGRAM C 
c c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
STOP 
END 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C EQUATIONS FOR «J OF EQ. (3.17) «^D FIRST PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF J C 
C WITH RESPECT TO TERMINAL COORDINATES OF EOS. (3.24-3.32) AND C 
C SECOND PARTIAL DERIVATIVES OF J WITH RESPECT TO TERMINAL C 
C COORDINATES OF EOS. (3.33-3.53) C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE PDER(C.XC.YC,T,SJ,A) 
IMPLICIT REAL*4 (A-H.O-Z) 
INTEQER*2 I ,NC 
DIMENSION 0(6.2) ,XC(2),YC(2),T(3),A(3,4) 
DIMENSION Cll(2).C12(2),C13(2).021(2).022(2).C23(2) 
DIMENSION FX(2),FY(2),XFX(2).YFY(2) 
DIMENSION FXPX(2).FXPY(2).FXPZ(2).FYPX(2).FYPY(2).FYPZ(2) 
DIMENSION FXPRTH(2),FYPRTH(2),FXP0TS(2),FYP0TS(2),FXP0TD(2),FYP0TD(2) 
DIMENSION FXPRH2(2),FYPRH2(2),FXP0S2(2).FYP0S2(2),FXP0D2(2) ,FYP0D2(2) 
DIMENSION FXP0HS(2),FYP0HS(2),FXP0HD(2),FYP0HD(2) 
DIMENSION FXP0SH(2),FYP0SH(2),FXP0DH(2),FYP0DH(2) 
DIMENSION FXP0SD(2),FYP0SD(2),FXP0DS(2),FYP0DS(2).RJ(2) 
DIMENSION DJTH(2),DJTS(2).DJTD(2),DJTH2(2),DJTS2(2).DJTD2(2) 
DIMENSION 0JTHTS(2).DJTSTH(2),0JTHTD(2),DJTDTH(2),0JTSTD(2).0JTDTS(2) 
N=3 
NC=2 
R=2.467 
8=6.6875 
D-15.75 
P-10.8 
H-13.16 
S1=SIN(T(1))  
C1=C0S(T(1))  
S2=SIN(T(2))  
C2=C0S(T(2))  
SC2=S2/C2 
0F=(-R*S2*T(3)) /B 
SF=SIN(OF) 
CF=COS(OF) 
SF2«SIN(0F+T(2))  
CF2»C0S(0F+T(2))  
RX=D 
RY»P*S1 
RZ»P*C1-H 
0X-(-B*SF2)/S2+B 
0Y»(-8*CF2)/S2+(B*C2)/S2 
PX«OX+RX*CF+RY*SF 
PY-0Y-RX*SF+RY*CF 
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c 
c 
MYUIO2=PYOX*OXTD2+PY0Y*ÛYTD2+PY0F*0FT02+PY0F2*0FTD**2 
PX0TSD=PX0X*0XTS0+PX0Y*0YTSD+PX0F*0FTSD+PX0F2*0FTS*0FTD 
PYOTSD=PYOX*OXT3D+PYOY*OYTSD+PYOF*OFTSD+PYOF2*OFTS*OFTD 
PXOTDS=PXOX*OXTDS+PXOY*OYTDS+PXOF*OFTDS+PXOF2*OFTD*OFTS 
PY0TDS=PY0X*0XTDS+PY0Y*0YTDS+PY0F*0FTDS+PY0F2*0FTD*0FTS 
PXOTHS=PXRXOF*RXTH*OFTS+PXRYOF*RYTH*OFTS 
PYOTHS=PYRXOF*RXTH*OFTS+PYRYOF*RYTH*OFTS 
PXOTHD=PXRXOF*RXTH*OFTD+PXRYOF*RYTH*OFTD 
PYOTHD=PYRXOF*RXTH*OFTD+PYRYOF*RYTH*QFTD 
PXOTSH"PXOTHS 
PYOTSH-PYOTHS 
PXOTDH-PXOTHD 
PYOTDH=>PYOTHD 
DO 10 I=1,NC 
C11(I)=C(1.I)**2+C(2,I)**2-C(3,I)**2-C(4,I)**2 
C12(I)-2.*(C(2, I )*C(3, I )+C(l . I )*C(4.n) 
C13(I)=2.*(C(2, I )*C(4, I ) -C(1, I )*C(3, I ) )  
C21(I)=2.*(C(2.n *C(3.1)-C(1.1)*C(4.1))  
C22(n =C(1,1)**2-C(2,1)**2+C< 3,1)**2-C< 4 .1 )**2 
C23( n=2.*(c(3,n*c(4, i)+c( i, n * c ( 2 , n  )  
FX(I)»C11(I)*PX+C12(I)*PY+C13(I)*PZ+C(5.I)  
FY(I)-C21(I)*PX+C22(I)*PY+C23(I)*PZ+C(6,1) 
FXPX(I)-Cll(n 
FXPY(I)-C12(I)  
FXPZ(n-C13(I)  
FYPXCI)=C21(I)  
FYPY(I)-C22(I)  
FYPZ(I)-C23(I)  
XFX(I)=XC(I)-FX(I)  
YFY(I)=YC(I)-FY(I)  
C 
C 
FXPRTH(I 
FYPRTHCI 
FXPOTSCI 
FYPOTSd 
FXPOTD<I 
FYPOTD(I 
FXPRH2(I  
FYPRH2(I  
FXP0S2(I  
FYP0S2(I  
FXP0D2(I  
FYP0D2(I  
FXPOSDd 
FYPOSDd 
FXPODSd 
FYPODS(I 
FXPOHSd 
FYPOHSd 
FXPOHDd 
FYPOHDd 
FXPOSHd 
FYPOSH(I 
FXPODH(I 
FYPODHd 
=FXPX(I)*PXRTH+FXPY(I)*PYRTH+FXPZ(I)*PZRTH 
=FYPX<I)*PXRTH+FYPY(I)*PYRTH+FYPZ(I)*PZRTH 
-FXPX(I)*PXOTS+FXPY(I)*PYOTS 
=FYPX(I)*PXOTS+FYPY(I)*PYOTS 
=FXPX(I)*PXOTD+FXPY<I)*PYOTD 
=FYPX(I)*PXOTD+FYPY(I)*PYOTD 
=FXPX(I)*PXRTH2+FXPY(I  
•FYPX(I)*PXRTH2+FYPY(I  
•FXPXCI)*PX0TS2+FXPY(I  
•FYPXCI)*PX0TS2+FYPY(I  
•FXPXCI)*PX0TD2+FXPYCI 
•FYPXCI)*PX0T02+FYPY(1 
•FXPXCI)*PXOTSD+FXPYCI 
•FYPXCI)*PXOTSD+FYPY(I  
•FXPXCI)*PXOTDS+FXPYCI 
•FYPXCI)*PXOTDS+FYPYCI 
•FXPXCI)*PXOTHS+FXPYCI 
•FYPXCI)*PXOTHS+FYPYCI 
•FXPXCI)*PXOTHD+FXPYCI 
•FYPXCI)*PXOTHD+FYPYCI 
•FXPXCI)*PXOTSH+FXPYCI 
•FYPXCI)*PXOTSH+FYPY(I  
•FXPXCI)*PXOTDH+FXPY(I  
•FYPXCI)*PXOTDH+FYPY(I  
)*PYRTH2+FXPZ(I)*PZRTH2 
)*PYRTH2+FYPZCI)*PZRTH2 
)*PY0TS2 
)*PY0TS2 
)*PY0TD2 
)*PY0TD2 
)*PYOTSO 
)*PYOTSD 
)*PYOTDS 
)*PYOTDS 
)*PYOTHS 
)*PYOTHS 
)*PYOTHD 
)*PYOTHD 
)*PYOTSH 
)*PYOTSH 
)*PYOTDH 
)*PYOTDH 
RJCI)«XFXCI)**2+YFYCI)**2 
DJTHCI)—2.*CXFXCI)*FXPRTHCI)+YFY(I)*FYPRTHCI))  
DJTSC I)—2.*CXFXC J )*FXPOTSC I  )+YFYC I  )*FYPOTSC I  ) )  
121 
DJTO(I)=-2.*(XFX(I)*FXPOTD(I)+YFY(I)*FYPOTD(I))  
C 
DJTH2(I)=2.*(FXPRTH(I)**2-XFX(I)*FXPRH2(I)  
&+FYPRTH(I)**2-YFY(I)*FYPRH2(I))  
DJTS2(I)=2.*(FXP0TS(I)**2-XFX(I)*FXP0S2(I)  
S+FYPOTS(I)**2-YFY(I)*FYP0S2(I))  
DJTD2(I)=2.*(FXP0TD(I)**2-XFX(I)*FXP0D2(I)  
&+FYPOTD(I)**2-YFY(I)*FYP0D2(I))  
DJTHTSC1)=2.*(FXPRTH(I)*FXPOTS(I)-XFX(I)*FXPOHS(I)  
&+FYPRTH(I)*FYPOTS(I)-YFY(I)*FYPOHS(I))  
OJTSTH(n=2.*(FXP0TS(I)*FXPRTH(I)-XFX(I)*FXPOSH<I) 
&+FYPOTS(I)*FYPRTH<I)-YFY(I)*FYPOSH( I  ))  
DJTHTD(I)»2.*(FXPRTH(I)*FXPOTD(I)-XFX(I)*FXPOHD<I) 
&+FYPRTH(I)*FYPOTD(I)-YFY<I>*FYPOHD(1))  
DJTDTH(I)=2.*(FXP0TD(I)*FXPRTH(I)-XFX(I)*FXPODH<I) 
&+FYPOTD( I  )*FYPRTH( I ) -YFY( I  )*FYPODH( I  )  )  
DJTSTD(n=2.*(FXPOTS(I)*FXPOTD(I)-XFX(I)*FXPOSD<I) 
&+FYPOTS<I)*FYPOTD<I)-YFY(I)*FYPOSD( I  ))  
OJTDTSC n=2.*(FXP0TS(I)*FXPOTD(I)-XFX(I)*FXPODS<I) 
&+FYPOTS(I)*FYPOTD<I)-YFY(I)*FYPOOS(I))  
C 
10 CONTINUE 
C SJ=0. 
00 30 I=1.N 
DO 20 J»l ,4 
A(I ,J)=0. 
20 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
DO 40 I=1,NC 
SJaSJ+RJCI) 
A(1,4)=A(1,4)-DJTH(I)  
A(2,4)=A(2,4)-DJTS(I)  
A(3,4)=A(3,4)-DJTD(I)  
A(1.1)=A(1,1)+DJTH2(I)  
A(2,1)=A(2,1)+DJTSTH(I)  
A(3,1)=A(3.1)+DJTDTH(I)  
A(1,2)=A(1,2)+DJTHTS(I)  
A(2,2)=A(2.2)+DJTS2(I)  
A(3,2)=A(3,2)+DJTDTS(I)  
A(1,3)=A(1,3)+DJTHTD(I)  
A< 2,3)=A(2.3)+DJTSTD(I)  
A(3,3)=A(3,3)+DJTD2(I)  
40 CONTINUE 
C 
RETURN 
END 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C c 
C SOLVING A SYSTEM OF 3X3 EQUATIONS C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE MAT(A.D) 
REAL*4 A(3,4),A1,A2,A3,B(3,4),D(3) 
INTEGER*2 J 
1 A1=A(1,1) 
A2=A(2,1) 
A3»A(3,1) 
IF(Al.EQ.O.O) THEN 
DO 10 J»l,4 
B(1,J)=A(3,J) 
B<2,J)»A<2.J) 
B(3,J)-A(1,J) 
122 
10 CONTINUE 
DO 15 J=1.4 
A(1.J)=B(1,J) 
A(2.J)=B(2.J) 
AO, J)=B(3. J) 
15 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1 
ENOIF 
DO 20 J=1.4 
A<1.J)=A(1.J)/A1 
A(2,J)=A(2,J)-A2*A(1,J) 
A(3,J)=A(3.J)-A3*A(1.J) 
20 CONTINUE 
2 A1=A<1,2) 
A2=A(2,2) 
A3=A(3,2) 
IF(A2.EQ.0.0) THEN 
DO 25 J=»l,4 
B(2.J)»A(3,J) 
B(3.J)=A(2,J) 
25 CONTINUE 
DO 35 J=1.4 
A(2,J)»B(2,J) 
A(3,J)-B(3,J) 
35 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2 
ENDIF 
DO 30 J-1,4 
A(2,J)=A(2,J)/A2 
A(1,J)=A(1,J)-A1*A(2.J) 
A(3,J)=A<3,J)-A3*A(2,J) 
30 CONTINUE 
A1=A<1,3) 
A2=A(2,3) 
A3»A(3,3) 
DO 40 J=l,4 
A<3,J)=A(3,J)/A3 
A(l ,J)=A(1,J)-A1*A(3,J) 
A(2,J)=A(2,J)-A2*A(3,J) 
40 CONTINUE 
DO 50 J-1,3 
D(J)=A(J,4) 
50 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
Rotational and Translational Parameters Estimation Program 
IMPLICIT REAL*4 (A-H.O-Z) 
1NTEGER*2 I .J.K.L.N.NI.NM.NC 
DIMENSION C(6.3),X0(12),Y0(12),Z0(12).8(6) ,X(3,12),Y(3.12) 
DIMENSION XM(12),YM(12).ZM(12).DJDB(6),02JDB2(S,S) ,A(g.7).0(6) 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC3CCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c c 
C PROGRAM INPUTS: NUMBER OF PARAMETERS, CAMERAS. AND TARGET CUES C 
C CAMERA PARAMETER ESTIMATES FOR EACH CAMERA C 
C CAMERA SPACE DATA OF TARGET CUES FOR EACH CAMERA C 
C PHYSICAL COORDINATES OF THE MANIPULABLE CUES C 
C INITIAL GUESSES FOR PARAMETERS C 
C TOLERANCE AND NUMBER OF ITERATIONS C 
C c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
N=6 
TYPE INPUT NUMBER OF CAMERAS: '  
ACCEPT*,NM 
TYPE INPUT NUMBER OF CUES: '  
ACCEPT*,NC 
TYPE INPUT UNCERTAINTY OF VIEW PARAMETERS AS CI.C2,C3,C4,C5,C6' 
DO 10 1=1,^-1 
TYPE * . 'FOR CAMERA NUMBER ' , I  
ACCEPT*,C(1.I) ,C(2, I )  ,C(3, I ) ,C(4, I ) ,C(5, I ) ,C(6, I )  
10 CONTINUE 
DO 20 J-l .NC 
TYPE * . ' INPUT POSITION COORDIhWTES OF CUE ' ,J, '  AS X,Y.Z: " 
ACCEPT*.X0(J).Y0(J),Z0(J) 
20 CONTINUE 
TYPE * , ' INPUT INITIAL GUESSES FOR PARAMETERS 81,B2,B3.B4,B5,B6: '  
ACCEPT*,B(l) ,B(2),8(3) ,B(4),B(5),8(6) 
DO 40 1=1.NM 
DO 30 J=1.NC 
TYPE * . ' INPUT CAMERA ' . I , '  SPACE COORDINATES OF CUE ' .J. '  AS X,Y: '  
ACCEPT*,X(I ,J) ,Y(I ,J)  
30 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE 
TYPE * , ' INPUT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS AND TOLER(V>)CE FOR NEWTON METHOD: '  
ACCEPT*,N1,TOL 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c C 
C THE NEWTON ITERATION METHOD FOR PARAMETERS ESTIMATION C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
E-. l  
DO 99 Lai.10 
PRINT * ,E 
DO 90 K»1,NI 
CALL 8PARM(N,NM,NC,C,X0,Y0,Z0,B,X,Y,XM,YM,ZM,DJDB,D2JDB2) 
DO 60 1=1,N 
A(I ,7)=-0JDB(I)  
DO 50 J>1,N 
A(I ,J)=D2JDB2(I ,J)  
50 CONTINUE 
TYPE 55,A(1,1),A(I  ,2)  ,A(I  ,3) ,A(1,4),A(I ,5) ,A(I ,6) ,A(I  ,7)  
55 F0RmT(7(2X,F8.3))  
124 
60 CONTINUE 
CALL MAT(A.D) 
00 70 1=1,N 
B(n»B(I)+E*0(I)  
70 CONTINUE 
PRINT * ,K,D(1),0(2),0(3),0(4),0(5),0(6) 
IF(ABS(OJOB(1)) .LT.TOL.AND.ABS(OJOB(2)) .LT.TOL) THEN 
IF(ABS(DJ0B(3)) .LT.TOL.AND.ABS(DJDB(4)) .LT.TOL) THEN 
IF(ABS(DJDB(S)).LT.TOL.AND.ABS(DJ0B(6)) .LT.TOL) GO TO 100 
ENOIF 
ENDIF 
90 CONTINUE 
PRINT *, 'NEWTON METHOD 010 NOT CONVERGE.'  
100 00 110 1=1,N 
PRINT * , I ,B(I)-0(I) ,B(I) ,DJDB(I)  
110 CONTINUE 
00 120 J=1,NC 
PRINT * ,XM(J) ,YM(J),2M(J) 
120 CONTINUE 
E=E+.l  
99 CONTINUE 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c c 
C END OF THE MAIN PROGRAM C 
c C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
STOP 
END 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
c EQUATIONS FOR J OF EQ. (5.2) AND FIRST AND SECOND PARTIAL C 
c DERIVATIVES OF J WITH RESPECT TO PARAMETERS fiHD THE HOMOGENOUS C 
C TRANSFORMATION MATRIX ELEMENTS OF EQ. (5.11) C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE BPARM(N,NM,NC,C,X0,YO,20,B,X,Y,XM,YM,2M,DJDB,D2JDB2) 
IMPLICIT REAL*4 (A-H,0-Z) 
INTEGER*2 I ,J,K,L,N,NM,NC 
DIMENSION C(6,3),X0(12),Y0(12),20(12),B(6) ,XM(12),YM(12),ZM(12) 
DIMENSION DXMDB(12,S),DYMDB(12,6),DZMDB(12,S),DJDB(6),D2JDB2(6,6) 
DIMENSION DGXDXMO) ,DGXDYM(3) ,DGXD2M(3) ,GX(3,12) ,GY(3,12) 
DIMENSION DGYDXMO) ,DGYDYM(3) ,DGYDZM(3) ,X(3,12) ,Y(3,12) 
DIMENSION DH11DB(6),DH120B(6),DH13D8(6),DH14DB(6),DH21DB(6),DH22DB(6) 
DIMENSION DH23DB(6),DH24DB(6),DH31DB(6),DH32DB(6),DH33DB(6),DH34DB(6) 
DIMENSION H11DB(6,6),H120B(6,6),H13DB(6,6),H21DB(6,g) 
DIMENSION H220B(S,6),H23DB(6,6),H31DB(6,6),H32DB<6,6) 
DIMENSION H33DB(6,6),XMB(12,6,6),YMB(12,6,6),2MB(12,6,6) 
H11-C0S(B(1))*C0S(B(3))-SIN(B(1))*C0S(B(2))*SIN(B(3))  
H12-SIN(B(1))*C0S(B(3))+C0S(B(1))*C0S(B(2))*SIN(B(3))  
H13-SIN(B(2))*SIN(B(3))  
H14=B(4) 
H21=-C0S(B(l))*SINCB(3))-SIN(8<l))*C0a<8<2))*C0S(B(3))  
H22=-SIN(B(1))*SIN(B(3))+C0S(B(1))*CCS(B(2))*C0S(B(3))  
H23»SIN(B(2))*COS(B(3))  
H24=B(5) 
H31»SIN(B(1))*SIN(B(2))  
H32=-C0S(B(1))*SIN(B(2))  
H33-C0S(B(2))  
H34=B(6) 
DO 10 J-1,NC 
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c 
c 
H12D0(3.1)»DHxlOB(3) 
H12DB(3.2)=0H22DB(2) 
H12DB(3.3)=DH11DB(1) 
H21DB(3,1)=-DH22DB(3) 
H21D8(3,2)=-0H11DB(2) 
H21DB(3,3)=-DH22DB(1) 
DO 190 J»1.NC 
00 180 K=1,N 
DO 170 L=1,N 
XMB(J.K,L)=H115B(K,L)*X0(J)+H12D8(K,L)*Y0(J)+H13DB(K,L)*Z0(J) 
YMB(J,K,L)=H21DB(K,L)*XO(J)+H22DB(K,L)*YO( J)+H23DB(K.L)*Z0(J) 
ZMB(J,K.L)=H31DB(K.L)*X0(J)+H32DB(K,L)*Y0( J)+H33DB(K,L)*Z0(J) 
170 CONTINUE 
180 CONTINUE 
190 CONTINUE 
DO 230 L=1,N 
DO 220 K=1.N 
DO 210 I=1.NM 
DO 200 J=1,NC 
D2JDB2(K,L)=D2JD82(K,L)+2.*((DGXDXM(I)*DXMDB(J,K )  
& +DGXDYM(I)*DYMDB(J,K)+DGXDZM(I)*DZMDB(J,K))*(DGXDXM(I)*DXMDB(J.L) 
& +DGXDYM(I)*DYMDB(J,L)+DGXDZM(I)*DZMDB(J,L))  
& - (X(I ,J)-GX(I ,J))*(DGXDXM(I)*XMB(J,K,L) 
& +DGXDYM(I)*YMB(J,K,L)+DGXDZM(I)*ZMB(J,K,L)))+2.* 
&((DGYDXM(I)*DXMDB<J,K)+DGYDYM(I)*DYMDB(J,K )  +DGYDZM ( I )*DZMDB(J,K))* 
& <DGYDXM( I  )*DXMDB(J,L)+DGYDYM(I)*DYMDB(J,L)+DQYDZM(I)*DZMDB(J,L))  
S-(Y(I ,J)-QY(I ,J))*(DQYDXM(I)*XMB(J,K,L)+DGYDYM<I)*YMB(J,K,L) 
& +DGYDZM(I)*ZMB(J,K,L)))  
200 CONTINUE 
210 CONTINUE 
220 CONTINUE 
230 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c c 
c SOLVING A SYSTEM OF 6X6 EQUATIONS C 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
SUBROUTINE MATCA.D) 
REAL*4 A(6,7),A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,A6,B(6,7),D(6) 
1 A1=A(1,1) 
A2=A(2,1) 
A3=A(3,1) 
A4=A(4,1) 
A5=A(5,1) 
A6=A(6,1) 
IF(Al.EQ.O.O) THEN 
00 11 J»l,7 
B(1,J)=A(6,J) 
B(2,J)=A(5,J) 
B(3,J)=A(4,J) 
8(4,J)=A(3,J) 
8(3,J)=A(2,J) 
8(6,J)=A(1,J) 
11 CONTINUE 
00 15 J-1,7 
A(1,J)"B(1,J) 
A(2,J)=B(2,J) 
A(3,J)-8(3,J) 
A(4,J)»B(4,J) 
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A(g,J)=8(6,J) 
15 car-1 NUE 
GO -0 1 
ENDIF 
DO 20 J=1.7 
A(1.J)=A(1.J)/A1 
A(2,J)=A(2,J)-A2*A(1.J) 
A(3,J)=A(3,J)-A3*A(1,J) 
A(4,J)=A<4,J)-A4*A(1,J) 
A(5,J)=A(5,J)-AS*A(1,J) 
A(6,J)=A(S,J)-A6*A(1,J) 
20 CONTINUE 
2 A1=A(1,2) 
A2=A(2,2) 
A3=A(3,2) 
A4=A(4,2) 
AS=A(5,2) 
A6=A(6,2) 
IF(A2.EQ.0.0) THEN 
DO 25 J«l,7 
8(2,J)=A(g,J) 
8(3,J)=A(5,J) 
B(4,J).A(4,J) 
8(5,J)=A(3,J) 
8(6,J)=A(2,J) 
25 CONTINUE 
DO 35 J-1,7 
A(2,J)»8(2,J) 
A(3,J)=8(3,J) 
A(4,J)=B(4,J) 
A(5,J)aB(5,J) 
A(6,J)»B(6,J) 
35 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2 
ENDIF 
DO 30 J=l,7 
A(2,J)=A(2,J)/A2 
A(1,J)=A(1,J)-A1*A(2,J) 
A(3,J)=A(3,J)-A3*A(2,J) 
A(4,J)=A(4,J)-A4*A(2,J) 
A(5,J)=A(5,J)-A5*A(2,J) 
A(6,  J)=«A(6, J)-A6*A(2,J) 
30 CONTINUE 
3 A1=A(1,3) 
A2=A(2,3) 
A3=A(3,3) 
A4=A(4,3) 
A5»A(5,3) 
A6=A(6,3) 
IF(A3.EQ.0.0) THEN 
DO 45 JH,7 
!  B(3,J)»A(6,J) 
B(4,J)=A(5,J) 
:i 8(5,J)=A(4,J) 
'  8(6,J)=A(3,J) 
45 CONTINUE 
DO 55 J=l,7 
A(3.J)=8(3,J) 
A(4,J)aB(4,J) 
A(5,J)=8(5,J) 
A(6,J)»B(6,J) 
55 CONTINUE 
GO TO 3 
ENDIF 
00 40 J»l,7 
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A(3,J)=A(3,J)/A3 
A(l ,  J)=A(1.J)-A1*A(3,J) 
A(2.J)=A(2,J)-A2*A(3,J) 
A(4,  J)=A(4, vJ)-A4*A(3, J)  
A(5,J)=A(5,J)-AS*A(3.J) 
A(6,J)=A(S,J)-A6*A(3,J) 
40 CONTINUE 
4 A1=A(1,4) 
A2=A(2,4) 
A3=A(3,4) 
A4=A(4.4) 
A5=A(5,4) 
A6=A(6,4) 
IF(A4.EQ.0.0) THEN 
DO 65 J«l,7 
8(4,J)=A(6,J) 
B(5,J)=A(5,J) 
B(6,J)=A(4,J) 
63 CONTINUE 
DO 75 J=l,7 
A(4.J)=B(4,J) 
ACS,J)=B(5,J) 
A(S,J)=B(6,J) 
75 CONTINUE 
GO TO 4 
ENDIF 
DO 50 J-1,7 
A(4,J)»A(4,J)/A4 
A(1,J)=A(1,J)-A1*A(4,J) 
A(2,J)=A(2,J)-A2*A(4,J) 
A(3,J)=A(3,J)-A3*A(4,J) 
A(5,J)=A(5,J)-A5*A(4,J) 
A(g,J)=A(6,J)-A6*A(4,J) 
50 CONTINUE 
5 A1=A(1,5) 
A2=A(2,5) 
A3=A(3,5) 
A4=A(4,5) 
A5=A(5,5) 
A6=A(6,5) 
IF(AS.EQ.O.O) THEN 
DO 85 J=l,7 
B<5,J)=A(6,J) 
B(6,J)=A(5,J) 
85 CONTINUE 
DO 95 J=l,7 
A(5,J)»B(5,J) 
A(g,J)=B(6,J) 
95 CONTINUE 
GO TO 5 
ENDIF 
DO 60 J»l ,7 
A(5,J)aA(5,J)/A5 
A(1,J)=A(1,J)-A1*A(5,J) 
A(2,J)=A(2,J)-A2*A(5,J) 
A(3,J)»A(3,J)-A3*A(5,J) 
A(4,J)»A(4,J)-A4*A(S,J) 
A(6,J)=A(g,J)-A6*A(5,J) 
60 CONTINUE 
A1=A(1,6) 
A2=A(2,6) 
A3=A(3,6) 
A4"A(4,6) 
A5=A(5,6) 
A6-A(6,6) 
DO 70 J»l ,7 
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A(6,J)=A(S.J)/A6 
Af1.J)=A(1.J)-A1*A(6,J) 
A(2.J)=A(2,J)-A2*A/6.J) 
A(3,J)=A(3.J)-A3*A(6.J) 
A(4,J)=A(4,J)-A4*Ar6,J) 
A(5,J)=A(3,J)-A5*A(6,J) 
70 CONTINUE 
DO 30 I  =>1,6 
D(I)=A(I .7)  
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
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Two-point-boiindary-value Program 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (a-C.E.F.o-z) 
INTEGER*4 NPLOT 
INTEGER*2 LENGTH.N1,N2 
DIMENSION XI(3) ,XF(3),XD(3),XT(6),XY(3),PI(3),PID(3) ,PARAM(4) 
DIMENSION A0(3,3),A1(3,3) ,A2(3,3) ,A3(3.3) ,A4(3,3),A5(3,3) ,A(3,3) 
DIMENSION AS(3,3),A7(3,3),A8(3,3),A9(3,3),A10(3,3) ,All(3,3),C(3,3) 
DIMENSION Y(20),DY(20),Y1(20),RK0(20),RK1(20),RK2(20),YLAST(20) 
VIRTUAL DATA(512,22) 
BYTE FILECAO) 
BYTE FDAT(40) 
BYTE PLOT(40) 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C PROGRAM INPUTS: DESIRED INITIAL AND FINAL STATE VALUES C 
C GUESSES FOR INITIAL COSTATE »^LUES C 
C DRIVING WHEEL ANGLE STEPS C 
C COEFi .CIENTS OF THE PERFORMANCE INDEX C 
C NUMBER OF ITERAIONS, TOLERANCE, S RELAXATION FACTOR C 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
TYPE INPUT INITIAL VALUES FOR STATES 1,2.3: '  
ACCEPT*,XI(1),XI(2),XI(3) 
TYPE INPUT FINAL DESIRED VALUES FOR STATES 1,2,3: '  
ACCEPT*,XF(1),XF(2),XF<3) 
TYPE * , ' INPUT INITIAL GUESSES FOR COSTATES 1,2,3s '  
ACCEPT*,PHI) ,PI(2),PI(3) 
TYPE * , ' INPUT STARTING, FINAL, AND STEP SIZE VALUES FOR T: '  
ACCEPT*,TS.TSTOP,DTP,DTS,PS 
TYPE * , ' INPUT COEFFICIENTS IN PERFORMANCE INDEX (CI AND C2):  '  
ACCEPT*,PARAM(l) ,PARAM(2) 
TYPE * , ' INPUT NUMBER OF CYCLES, AND E ANE EE FOR RELAXATION METHOD: '  
ACCEPT*,N2,E,EE 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c C 
C PHYSICAL PARAMETERS OF THE SYSTEM C 
C INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR INTEGRATING STATE, COSTATE, AND STATE C 
C TRANSITION DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
R=0.2S 
RE-2.0 
RD=3.0 
RC=(RD/RE)-1.  
C1=PARAM(1) 
C2«PAR^W(2) 
Nl=l  
100 TYPE * , ' INPUT FILENAME TO STORE DATA: '  
ACCEPT 110,LENGTH,FILE 
110 FORMAT(Q.40A1) 
DO 120 J=LENGTH+1,40 
FILE(J)=0 
120 CONTINUE 
0PEN(UNIT=1.TYPE-'NEW',hWME=FILE,ERR=130) 
998 PRINT * ,N1,E 
T»0. 
PARAM(4)=PI(3) 
PRINT * .PIC1),PI(2),PI<3) 
WRITECl,*) ,PI(1).PI(2),PI(3) 
N=20 
DO 17 I=«1,N 
Y(I)=0. 
17 CONTINUE 
TSTART=TS 
DELTAT=DTP 
IF(N1.EQ.N2) DELTAT=OTS 
TSAMPL=(TST0P-TSTART)/512. 
NPLOT=((TSTOP-TSTART)/DELTAT) 
DO 19 1=1,3 
Y(I)=XI( I )  
13 CWTINUE 
Y(4)=PI(1) 
Y(3)=l .  
Y(18)=l.  
TDATA=TSTART 
DO 98 I=1,N 
OATA(l,n=Y<I)  
98 CONTINUE 
CALL EQSIM(N,T,Y,DY,NP,PARAM,U,AU,BU) 
DATA(1,21)=TSTART 
DATA(1,22)-U 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC C c 
C EVALUATING THE REQUIREMENT FOR FINAL DRIVE ANGLE FROM INTEGRATED C 
C STATE AND COSTATE VALUES C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
OPTA=R*RC*(Y(4)/(RE*RC)-PI(2)*SIN(Y(1))-PI(3)*COS(Y(1)))  
0PTB=R*(PI(2)*C0S(Y(1))-PI(3)*SIN(Y(1)))  
0PTH1=C2*U**2-0PTA*SIN<U)+0PTB*C0S(U)+2.*C1*TSTART 
JDATA-2 
TYPE 199,JDATA-1,OPTHl,OPTHl-2.*C1*TSTART,2.*C1*TSTART,U,AU,BU 
139 F0RMAT(I7,6F9.3) 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C c 
C FOURTH ORDER RUNGE-KUTTA METHOD FOR INTEGRATING STATE, COSTATE, C 
C AND STATE TRANSITION DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
177 DO 1 T=TSTART,TSTOP,DELTAT 
T1=T+DELTAT/2.0D0 
T2-T+0ELTAT 
CALL EQSIM(N,T,Y,DY,NP,PARAM,U,AU,BU) 
DO 2 I=»1,N 
RKO(1)=DY(I)*DELTAT 
Y1(I)=Y(I)+RK0(I) /2.0D0 
2 CONTINUE 
CALL EQSIM(N,T1,Y1,DY,NP,PARAM,U,AU,BU) 
DO 3 1=1,N 
RK1(I)=DY(I)*DELTAT 
Y1(I)=Y(I)+RKl(I) /2.0D0 
3 CONTINUE 
CALL EQSIM(N,T1,Y1,0Y,NP,PARAM,U,AU,8U) 
DO 4 1=1,N 
RK2(I)=DY(I)*DELTAT 
Y1(I) .Y(I)+RK2(I)  
4 CONTINUE 
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CALL E0SIM(N,T2,Yl,DY,NP,PARfM,U,AU,BU) 
U1=U 
AU1=AU 
BU1=BU 
DO 5 I=1.N 
DY(I)=OY<I)*DELTAT 
5 CONTINUE 
DO 6 I=1,N 
Y( n=Y(n + (RKO( I  )+DY( I  )+2.0D0*(RKl( I  )+RK2( I  ) )  ) /6.0D0 
6 CONTINUE 
CALL EQSIMCN,T,YLAST,DY,NP,PARAM,U,AU,BU) 
DO 9B7 I=N+1,20 
Y(I)=YLAST(I)  
987 CONTINUE 
IF(NPL0T.LT.512) THEN 
DO 10 I=1,N 
DATA(JDATA.I)=Y(I)  
10 CONTINUE 
DATA(JOATA,21)=T+DELTAT 
DATA(JDATA,22)=U1 
JDATAaJDATA+1 
ELSE 
IF(T.GT.TDATA) THEN 
DO 22 1=1,N 
OATA(JDATA,I)=Y(I)  
22 CONTINUE 
TDATA-TDATA+TSAMPL 
DATAC JDATA,21)«T+OELTAT 
DATA<JDATA,22)»U1 
JDATA-JDATA+l 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
c c 
C EVALUATING THE REQUIREMENT FOR TERMINAL DRIVE ANGLE DIRECTLY C 
C FROM EQUATION (5.29) C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
XT(1)»-R*SIN<U1)/RE 
XT(2)=R*C0S(Y(1))*C0S(U1)+R*RC*SIN(Y(1))*SIN(U1) 
XT(3)=-R*SIN(Y(1))*C0S(U1)+R*RC*C0S(Y(1))*SIN(U1) 
XT(4)=R*(PI(2)*SIN(Y(1))+PI(3)*C0S(Y(1)))*C0S(U1) 
& -R*RC*(PI(2)*C0S(Y(1))-PI(3)*SIN(Y(1)))*SIN(U1) 
XT(5)=0.0 
XT(6)mO.O 
0PTH2=C2*U1**2+Y(4)*XT(1)+PI(2)*XT<2)+PI(3)*XT(3)+2.*C1*(T+DELTAT) 
TYPE 201,JDATA-1,0PTH2,0PTH2-2.*C1*(T+DELTAT),2.*C1*(T+DELTAT),U1 
&,AU1,8U1 
201 F0RMAT(I7,6F9.3) 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C c 
C CHECKING IF THE REQUIREMNT FOR TERMINAL DRIVE ANGLE IS SATISFIED C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
IF((JDATA-2).EQ.l)  GO TO 1 
IF(OPTHl.GT.0 .AND.0PTH2.LT.0.)  THEN 
IF(ABS(0PTH1).GT.ABS(0PTH2)) THEN 
TFINAL-T+DELTAT 
PRINT *,TFINAL 
WRITECl,*) ,OPTHl,0PTH2,TFINAL 
GO TO 21 
ELSE 
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I r  iiNHU" I 
PRINT *,TFINAL 
WRITECl,*) .0PTHX.0PTH2.TFINAL 
GO TO 65 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
IF(OPTH1.LT.O.AND.OPTH2.GT.O.) THEN 
IF(ABS(0PTH1).GT.A8S(0PTH2)) THEN 
TFINAL'T+DELTAT 
PRINT *.TFINAL 
WRITEd,*)  ,0PTH1,0PTH2,TFINAL 
GO TO 21 
ELSE 
TFIWL=T 
PRINT *,TFINAU 
WRITEd,*)  ,0PTH1,0PTH2,TFINAL 
GO TO 65 
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
0PTH1=C2*U1**2+Y(4)*XT(1)+PI(2)*XT(2)+PI(3)*XT(3)+2.*C1*(T+DELTAT) 
IF(DTP.EQ.DTS) GO TO 138 
IF(N1.EQ.N2) GO TO 188 
IFCDELTAT.EQ.DTS) GO TO 188 
IF(ABS(0PTH2).LT.PS) THEN 
DELTAT-DTS 
TP-T2 
TSTART-T2 
GO TO 177 
ENDIF 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C EVALUATING THE CHANGES IN INITIAL COSTATE VALUES FROM CHANGES IN C 
C FINAL STATE VALUES USING INTEGRATED STATE TRANSITION EQUATIONS C 
C THIS IS GIVEN IN EQUATION (5.48) C 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
188 DO 64 J=l,3 
DO 63 1=1,3 
AO(J,I) iO.O 
IF(J.EQ.I)  A0(J, I )=1. 
Al(J, I )»Y(I+1+J*4) 
A2(J, I )»0.0 
IF(J.EQ.I)  A2(J, I ) -1.  
A3(J, I )=(- .5/Cl)*XT(J)*XT(I)  
A4(J, I )»(.5/Cl)*XT(J)*XT(1+3) 
A5(J, I ) - ( - .5/Cl)*XT(J+3)*XT(I)  
A6(J, I )=(.S/C1)*XT(J+3)*XT(I+3) 
A7(J, I ) -0.0 
A8(J,I )>0.0 
A9(J, I )»0.0 
All(J, I ) -0.0 
63 CONTINUE 
64 CONTINUE 
DO 66 1=1,3 
A2(1, I ) -Y(I+17) 
XD(I)-(1.-E)*Y(I)+E*XF(I)  
XY(I)=XD(I)-Y(I)  
66 CONTINUE 
1 CONTINUE 
21 DO 24 J=l,3 
DO 23 1=1,3 
A0(J, I ) -0.0 
IF(J.EQ.l)  A0(J,1)-1.  
A1(J, I ) -Y(I+1+J*4) 
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A2( j ,n"=o.o 
i F ( j . E a . i )  A 2 ( j . n - i .  
A3( J,n=(-.5/Cl)*XT( J)*XT(n 
A4(J.I)=(.5/Cl)*XT(J)*XT(I+3) 
A5(J, I )=(- .5/Cl)*XT(J+3)*XT(I)  
AS(J,I)=(.5/Cl)*XT(J+3)*XT(I+3) 
A7(J, I )=0.0 
A8(J,n=0.0 
A9(J,1)=0.0 
A11(J,I )=0.0 
23 CONTINUE 
24 CONTINUE 
DO 30 1=1,3 
A2(l ,n=Y(I+17) 
XD(I)»(1.-E)*Y(I)+E*XF(I)  
XY(I)=XD(I)-Y(I)  
30 CONTINUE 
65 00 26 J=l,3 
00 25 1=1.3 
A(J, I )=A0(J,I)-A5(J, I )  
25 CONTINUE 
26 CONTINUE 
CALL MATKA.C) 
DO 28 J=1,3 
DO 27 1-1,3 
A7(1,J)=A7(1,J)+A3(1,I)*C(I ,J)  
A7(2,J)=A7(2,J)+A3(2,I)*C(I ,J)  
A7<3,J)-A7(3,J)+A3(3,n*C(I ,J)  
27 CONTINUE 
28 CONTINUE 
DO 72 J- l ,3 
DO 71 1=1,3 
A8(1,J)=A8(1,J)+A7(1,I)*A2(I ,J)  
A8(2,J)=A8(2,J)+A7(2,I)*A2(I ,J)  
A8(3,J)=A8(3,J)+A7(3,I)*A2(I ,J)  
71 CONTINUE 
72 CONTINUE 
DO 74 J-1,3 
DO 73 1=1,3 
A(j,n=Ai(j,n+A8(j,n 
73 CONTINUE 
74 CONTINUE 
CALL MATKA.C) 
DO 76 J»l,3 
DO 75 1=1,3 
A9(l ,J)=A9(1,J)+A7(1,I)*A6(I ,J)  
A9(2,J)=A9(2,J)+A7(2,I)*A6(I ,J)  
A9(3,J)=A9(3,J)+A7(3,I)*A6(I ,J)  
75 CONTINUE 
76 CONTINUE 
DO 78 J-1,3 
DO 77 1-1,3 
Ai0<j,n=A0(j,n-A4(j,n-A9(j,i) 
77 CONTINUE 
78 CONTINUE 
DO 80 J-1,3 
DO 79 1=1,3 
AlKl,  J)-A11(1, J)+C(1,I)*A10(I  ,J)  
A11(2,J)=A11(2,J)+C(2,I)*A10(I ,J)  
A11(3,J)-A11(3,J)+C(3,I)*A10<I ,J)  
79 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE 
DO 81 J-1,3 
PID<J)-0.0 
81 CONTINUE 
DO 82 1-1,3 
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Ml i ; =riLH, 1 ji-rtlH • 1 J*XY 11 ) 
PID(2) 'PID(2)+A11(2.I)*XY(I)  
PID(3)=PID(3)+All(3.n*XY( n 
82 CONTINUE 
A123=ABS(XY(1))+ABS(XY(2))+ABS(XY(3))  
DO 31 1=1,3 
TYPE 211,A11(I ,1) ,A11(I ,2) ,A11(I ,3) ,XY(I)  
211 F0RMATC4F15.6) 
WRITECl.222),A11(I ,1) ,A11(I ,2) ,A11(I ,3) ,XY(I)  
222 F0RMAT(4F15.6) 
31 CONTINUE 
DO 33 1=1.3 
PI( I )=PI( I )+PID(I)  
33 CONTINUE 
PRINT * .PI(1),PI(2),PI(3) 
WRITEd,*)  ,PI(1),PI(2),PI(3) 
IFCE.GE.l . )  GO TO 36 
E=E+EE 
IF(N1.EQ.N2) GO TO 40 
N1=N1+1 
GO TO 998 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
c CHECKING IF THE ERROR BETWEEN THE DESIRED FINAL STATE VALUES AND C 
C THE FINAL INTEGRATED STATE VALUES AT THE TERMINAL DRIVE ANGLE C 
C MEETS THE TOLERANCE fWD IF NOT ITERATING THROUGH UNTIL IT DOES C 
C C 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
36 IF(A123.LT.0.001) GO TO 40 
IF(N1.EQ.N2) GO TO 40 
N1=N1+1 
GO TO 998 
40 CL0SE(UNIT=1) 
GO TO 140 
130 TYPE IMPROPER DISK ATTRIBUTE.. .TRY AGAIN!!! '  
GO TO 100 
140 NPLOT=((TFINAL-TS)/DELTAT)+1 
IF(NPL0T.GT.512) NPL0T=512 
NTYPE=1 
IF(NPLOT.GT.20) NTYPE=INT((NPLOT/20.))  
130 TYPE * . ' INPUT FILENAME TO STORE THE OUTPUT DATA: '  
ACCEPT 160,LENGTH,FDAT 
160 FORMAT(Q,40A1) 
DO 170 J»LENGTH+1,40 
FDATCJ)-0 
170 CONTINUE 
OPEN(UNIT-2,TYPE='NEW',NAME=FDAT,ERR=180) 
DO 44 I»1,NPL0T,NTYPE 
WRITE(2,41).0ATA<I,21),DATA(I,22),DATA(I,1),DATA<I,2),OATA(I,3) 
&,DATA(I,4),PI(2),PI<3) 
41 F0RMAT(5F8.3,3F10.2) 
44 CONTINUE 
CL0SE(UNIT-2) 
GO TO 190 
180 TYPE IMPROPER DISK ATTRIBUTE.. .TRY AGAIN!! ! '  
GO TO 150 
190 CONTINUE 
550 TYPE INPUT FILENAME FOR PLOTTING THE DATA: '  
ACCEPT 560,LENGTH.PLOT 
560 FORMAT(Q,40A1) 
DO 570 J=LENQTHfl,40 
PLOT(J)«0 
570 CONTINUE 
OPEN< UNIT-3 ,TYPE-'NEW' ,NAME-PLOT, ERR-580 )  
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WR1TE(3.49).NPLOT 
49 FORMAT(15) 
DO 55 1=1,NPLOT.NTYPE 
WRITE(3,51) DATAd,2),DATA(I,3) 
31 F0RMAT(F3.3, ' ,F8.3) 
55 CONTINUE 
CL0SE(UNIT=3) 
GO TO 590 
580 TYPE */ IMPROPER DISK ATTRIBUTE.. .TRY AGAIN!!! '  
GO TO 550 
590 CONTINUE 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
c END OF THE MAIN PROGRAM C 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
STOP 
END 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C INVERSE OF A 3X3 MATRIX C 
c c 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
SUBROUTINE WTI(A,C) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-D) 
DIMENSION A<3,3),B(3,3),C(3,3),D<3,3) 
DO 20 1=1,3 
DO 10 J=1,3 
C(I ,J)»0.0 
IF(I .EQ.J) C(I ,J)»1. 
10 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 
IF(ABS(A(1,1)) .QT.ABS(A(2,1)) .AND.A8S(A(1,1)) .GT.ABS(A(3,1)))  GO TO 70 
IF(ABS(A(2,1))  .GT.ABSCAd.D) .AND.ABS(A(2,1))  .GT.ABS(A(3,1)))  THEN 
DO 30 J-1,3 
B(1,J)=A(2.J) 
B(2,J)=A(1,J) 
B(3,J)=A(3.J) 
D(1,J)-C(2,J) 
0(2,J)»C(1,J) 
D(3,J)-C(3,J) 
30 CONTINUE 
ELSE 
DO 40 J-1,3 
8(1,J)=A(3,J) 
B(2.J)=A(2,J) 
B(3,J)=A(1,J) 
D(1,J)-C(3,J) 
D(2,J)=C(2,J) 
D(3,J)"C(1,J) 
40 CONTINUE 
ENDIF 
DO 60 1=1,3 
DO 50 J=l,3 
A(I ,J)-B(I ,J)  
C(I ,J)=D(I ,J)  
50 CONTINUE 
60 CONTINUE 
70 A1»A(1,1) 
A2=A(2,1) 
A3«A(3,1) 
DO 80 J-1,3 
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A(3.J)=A(3,J)-(A3/Al)yA(l ,J)  
C(2,J)=C(2.J)-(A2/A1)*C(1,J) 
C(3,J)=C(3,J)-<A3/A11*C(1,J) 
SO CONTINUE 
IF(ABS(A(2,2)) .GT.ABS(A(3,2)))  GO TO 120 
DO 90 J=»l,3 
B(l ,J)=tA(l ,J)  
B(2,J)=A(3.J) 
B(3,J)=A(2,J) 
0(2,J)»C(3,J) 
D(3,J)=C(2,J) 
90 CONTINUE 
DO 110 1=1,3 
DO 100 J=l,3 
A(I ,J)=B(I ,J)  
C(I ,J)=D(I ,J)  
100 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 
120 A1=A(1.2) 
A2=A(2,2) 
A3=A(3,2) 
DO 130 J=l,3 
A(1,J)=A(1,J)-(A1/A2)*A(2,J) 
A(3,J)=A(3,J)-(A3/A2)*A(2,J) 
C(1,J)=C(1,J)-(A1/A2)*C(2,J) 
C(3,J)-C(3,J)-(A3/A2)*C(2,J) 
130 CONTINUE 
A1=A(1,3) 
A2=A(2,3) 
A3=A(3,3) 
DO 140 J=l,3 
A(l ,J)=A(1,J)-(A1/A3)*A(3,J) 
A(2,J)=A(2,J)-(A2/A3)*A(3,J) 
C(l ,J)=C(1,J)-(A1/A3)*C(3,J) 
C(2,J)=C(2,J)-(A2/A3)*C(3,J) 
140 CONTINUE 
A1=A(1,1) 
A2=A(2,2) 
A3=A<3.3) 
DO 130 J»l,3 
A(1,J)=A(1,J)/A1 
A(2,J)=A(2,J)/A2 
A(3,J)=A(3,J)/A3 
C(1,J)=C(1,J)/A1 
C(2,J)=C(2,J)/A2 
C(3,J)-C<3,J)/A3 
150 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
C c 
C STATE, COSTATE, AND STATE TRANSITION DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS C 
C c 
CCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCCC 
SUBROUTINE EQSIM(N,T,Y,DY,NP.PARAM,U,A,B) 
IMPLICIT REAL*.8 (A-C.F,0-Z) 
DIMENSION Y(20),DY(20),PARAM(4) 
N=20 
NP-4 
R-0.25 
RE-2.0 
RD-3.0 
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C=(RD/RE)-1.  
C1=PARAM(1) 
C2=PARAM(2) 
P2=»PARAM(3) 
P3=PARAM(4) 
SX=SIN(Y(1))  
CX=C0S(Y(1))  
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C EVALUATING STEERING ANGLE FROM THE REQUIREMNT OF EQUATION (5.27) C 
C AT EACH INTEGRATION STEP C 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
A=((R*C)/(2.*C2))*(Y(4)/(RE*C)-P2*SX-P3*CX) 
B=(R/(2.*02))•(P2*CX-P3*SX) 
CALL ROOT(A,B,U) 
SU=SIN(U) 
CU=COS(U) 
AP=((R*C)/(2.«C2))*(P3*SX-P2*CX) 
BP=-(R/(2.*C2))*(P2*SX+P3*CX) 
AB=A*SU-B*CLH-1. 
UX1=(AP*CU+BP*SU)/AB 
X1U=-R*CU/RE 
X21=-R*SX*CU+R*C*CX*SU 
X2U»-R*CX*SU+R*C*SX*CU 
X31 =i-R*CX*CU-R*C*SX*SU 
X3U-R*SX*SU+R*C*CX*CU 
Pll=iR*(P2*CX-P3*SX)*CU+R*C*(P2*SX+P3*CX)*SU 
P1U=-R*(P2*SX+P3*CX)*SU-R*C*(P2*CX-P3*SX)*CU 
UP1=(R*CU)/(2.*RE*C2*AB) 
UP2=(R*CX*SU-R*C*SX*CU)/(2.*C2*AB) 
UP3=-(R*SX*SLH-R*C*CX*CU)/(2.*C2*AB) 
P12=R*SX*CU-R*C*CX*SU 
P13=R*CX*CU+R*C*SX*SU 
F11=X1U*UX1 
F21=X21+X2U*UX1 
F31»X31+X3U*UX1 
F41=P11+P1U*UX1 
F14=X1U*UP1 
F24=X2U*UP1 
F34=X3U*UP1 
F44=P1U*UP1 
F1S"X1U*UP2 
F25«X2U*UP2 
F3S-X3U*UP2 
F45=P12+P1U*UP2 
FX6»X1U*UP3 
F26=X2U*UP3 
F36=X3U*UP3 
F46=P13+P1U*UP3 
DY(1)=-R*SU/RE 
DY(2)=R*CX*CLH-R*C*SX*SU 
DY(3)=-R*SX*CU+R*C*CX*SU 
DY(4)>=R*(P2*SX+P3*CX)*CU-R*C*(P2*CX-P3*SX)*SU 
DY(5)=F11*Y(5)+F14*Y(17) 
DY(g)=Fll*Y(6)+F14*Y(18) 
DY(7)=F11*Y(7)+F14*Y(19)+F15 
OY(8)=F11*Y(8)+F14*Y(20)+F16 
DY(9)=F21*Y(5)+F24*Y(17) 
DY(IO)=F21*Y(6)+F24*Y(18) 
0Y(11)=F21*Y(7)+F24*Y(19)+F25 
DY(12)-F21*Y(8)+F24*Y(20)+F26 
DY(13)-F31*Y(5)+F34*Y(17) 
DY(14)-F31*Y(6)+F34*Y(18) 
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0Y(13)=F31*Y(7)+F34*Y(19)+F35 
0YC16)=F31*Y(3)+F34*Y(20)+F36 
0Y' '17)=F41*Y(3)+F44*Y(17) 
DYC13)=F41*Y(6)+F44*Y(13) 
DYf13)=F41*Y(7)+F44*Y(19)+F45 
DY(20)=F41*Y(8)+F44*Y(20)+F46 
RETURN 
END 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
c c 
C FINDING THE ROOT OF EQUATION (3.27) FOR THE STEERING ANGLE C 
C C 
cccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
SUBROUTINE ROOT(A.B,U) 
INTEGER*2 N 
REAL*4 A,B,U,TOL,UI,UF,DU,FU(100) 
IFfA.EQ.O.AND.B.EQ.O.) THEN 
U=0 .  
GO TO 30 
ENDIF 
N=100 
TOL=0.0001 
UI=(-3.141592654)/2.  
UF=(3.141592654)/2.  
5 DU=(UF-UI) /N 
U=UI 
FUC1)=»U-A*C0S(U)-B*S1N(U) 
DO 10 1-2.N 
U=U+DU 
FU(I)=U-A*COS(U)-B*SIN(U) 
IF(FU(I-1) .GT.O.O.AND.FUd) .LT.0.0) GO TO 20 
IF(FU(I-1).LT.O.O.AND.FU(I) .GT.0.0) GO TO 20 
10 CONTINUE 
GO TO 30 
20 IF(ABS(FU(I-1)-FU(I)) .LT.TOL) THEN 
U=U-DU/2. 
GO TO 30 
ELSE 
UF=U 
UI=U-DU 
GO TO 5 
ENDIF 
30 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
